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Introduction
Inprinciple,solar-terrestrialresearchdealswiththedirectirra-
diationoftheearth'supperatmospherebythefullspectrumofelec-
tromagneticradiationandwiththetransportofparticlesand fields
fromthesun,throughtheinterplanetarymedium,toandthroughthe
magnetic field and atmosphere of the earth (NRC, 1981a). However, j
with the advent of satellite-based observing systems, attention has
focused on the solar-terrestrial environment as an enormous plasma
"laboratory" in which at different places and different times a rich
variety of plasma processes are demonstrated. The sun is the only
starclose noughforsuchdetailedscientificresearch.Researchers
inthiscosmiclaboratorymusterthelatestand bestinst,'umentsto
gatherdatafromthislaboratorytosolvetheproblemsearh process
poses.From theperspectiveofresearchintospaceplasmaphysics,
solar-terrestrial data gathering and the data themselves are most
valuable when they lead to the discovery of new l_rocesses or advance
ourunderstandingof known processes,thusenhancingthevalueof
ongoingnationalspace-relatedoperationalservices.
Spaceplasmaphysicslieswithintheolderand broaderfieldof
solar-terrestrialscience.The interestofsolar-terrestrialsc enceis
thedescriptiona d understandingofa largenumber ofenvironmen-
talfeaturesand processesthatcharacterizethesun-earthsystem.
Theseincludethefullrangeofthesun'selectromagncticemissions
(especiallythev_riableshort-andlong-wavelengthcomponents),all
1
i
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2manifestations of solar activity, and the variable and structur cd fluxes
of particles and fields that make up the solar wind, which with so-
lax and _ialactic cosrl_'['_,ays fills interplanetary space. They include
the magl_etosphere with its many particle populations, current sys-
tems, and dynamical behavior. They include also the ionosphere
and thermosphere, which are _he terrestrial recipients of the sun's
electromagnetic emissions and particle fluxes, the latter having been
greatly modified in transit and in interactions with the geomagnetic
field, and the upper atmosphere. Solar-terrestrial science focuses on
the links and interfaces of a dynamic chain extending from the core of
the sun to the surface of the earth. Through the difficult challenges
they present to science to understand the earth's environment in
space and through their effects on communications, power networks,
defense operations, and possibly weather, the variations of these in-
terlinked processes affect life on earth. Especially in informational',y
networked and space-faring societies, the daily as well as longer term
cyclical variations of the interlinked solar-terrestrial spheres have sig-
nificant national consequences. Long-term solar observations have f
been conducted by severalagencies,and federallyfunded as part i:
of a national policy, over many decadec. Long-term observations L_
that bridge changes in measurement technology of decades and that
compare satellite measurements and ground-based measurements in
competition for funds, and research needs against operational na-
tional service needs, pose difficult funding problems and give rise to
uneasycompromisesinpractice.
Inthe fallof 1985,the Committee on Solar-TerrestrialResearch
(CSTR) createdapaneltostudytherequirementsforlong-termmon-
itoringand archivingofsolar-terrestrialdata. The panelcomprised
specialistsin allfourareasthatconstitutesolar-terrestrialscience:
thesun,interplanetarymedium, magnetosphere-thermosphere-iono-
sphere,and upper atmosphere. It interviewedmany individuals
from the solar-terrestrialmonitoringand data archivingcommuni-
ties,alongwith administratorsand directorsfrom appropriategJv-
ernmen_ agencies.Itcirculatedn_arly500 questionnairesto obtain
informationand opinionsfrom thebroadercommunity tolea_-nwhich
observational data should be considered essential over the long term '
to support the operational and research needs of solar-terrestrial
science.
During a period of decreasing budgets, the CSTR is concerned,
on the one hand, over threatened or actual termination or reduc-
tion of a number of solar-terrestrial observations that have been
1989011534-013
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conductedovermany decadesand formthebasisforoperationalna-
tionalservices used by many federal agencies and private industries,
and, on the other hand, with the necessity for acquiring data essential
for new research, some of which will require continued observations
over the long term.
Noting the absence of a comprehensive evaluation of observa-
tional needs and a scientific rationale against which the scientific
importance and net coot of any one data stream for both research
and operational services could be evaluated in comparison with the
whole body of needs, the CSTR gave a general charge to the panel:
1. Identify measurement needs for research on solar-terrestrial
phenomena requiring long-term observations.
2. Prepare a report (after an 18-month study period) to (a)
identify areas of research requiring long-term data records, (b) iden-
tify measurements needed, and (c) specify quantities, their precision,
accuracy and dynamic range, frequency, and duration.
Chapter 2 of this report summarizes the panel's principal find-
ings, and the panel's recommendations follow in Chapter 3. A
separatesectionlistingthecriticalobservationalneedsby areais
presentedtogetherwith thescientificrationaleforeacharea.The
recommendationsaredefendedin Chapters4, 5, and 6 in terms
ofthisexplicitscientificrationaleand themultifoldusesofcurrent
andlong-termsolar-terrestrialobservationsforcontinuedoperational
solar-terrestrialforecastsand services.
Finally,inChapter7 thepaneladdressesthequestionofsetting
prioritiesamong thecriticalsetofobservationsduringperiodsoflow
or decliningscientificbudgets.Herethemost importantcriterion
isthe recognitionthatthe fieldmust allocatefundingto support
new researchatthesame timethatitisacquiringthehigh-priority
data setsoverthe longterm. New researchmay beginwith the
measurementofa new quantity,or withretrospectiveanalyseson
a cyclicallyvaryinginteractingseriesof pr)ce_s thathavebeen
acquiredovera termofdecades.Sincebudgetswillalwaysbe limited
intheevercompetitivefieldsofscience,thechoicesinsolar-terrestrial
phymcsmuzt be carefullydelineatedand,once made, continually
reviewedforchangingrelevanceand priorities.
_ 7"
L , _
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2
Principal Findings
/
I
L
The Panel on Long-Term Solar-Terrestrial Observations has re-
viewed the needs for solar-terrestrial observations over the long term,
elucidated the scientific rationale in each area of solar-terrestrial re-
search, examined the uses of the data, and compiled a comprehensive
list of critical observational data streams.
The panel recognized early in its deliberations that the data
acquisition needs for long-term research would not be satisfied by
limited periods of special campaigns or experiments. The scientific
rationale calls for the investigation of cyclical behavior, which varies
from over a few days, for flare behavior, to the 27-any period of
solar rotation, to 11- and 22-year and even longer cycles and into
historical and paleoclimatological periods recorded in exotic records
such ss tree rings and ice cores. New insights based on limited
observations must be verified over the range of these cycles.
Also assuming overriding importance is the finding that the cur-
rent long-term observations, many by single observatories or even
individual scientists, have been incorporated into many operational
applications, forecasts, and services that satisfy important national
needs, such as worldwide communications sad navigation systems, i
transmission lines for oil, gas, and electricity, geological prospecting
for raw materials, global environmental change, lifetime of earth- i
orbiting satellites and spacecraft, and even the physical safety of !
astronauts and commercial airline travelers over polar routes. These !
, !
(
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5essential applications of solar-terrestrial observations must be con-
sidereal, and in many instances they will become the drivers for
establishing needs for long-term solar-terrestrial observations. The
panel determined that all areas of solar-terrestrial research should be
evaluated simultaneously, using similar crit-_ria, in order to delineate
the obset'vational and data needs of each area.
Finally, the panel recognized that the state of the art of solar-
terrestrial science is not advanced enough to specify an aoptimal m
set of interrelated observations, nor would the national scientific
budget allocations support an "optimal" set. Therefore the panel
endeavored to set down a procedure for establishing priorities for
observations and data streams both to support new research and to
maintain long-term observations.
The panel has completed its charge to the best of its ability,
but with the recognition that this report is a beginning, a base for
a continuing process to refine and sharpen the comprehensive list
of observational needs and priorities as the field of solar-terrestrial
science advances. The panel has attempted to apply similar criteria
to the measurement needs of each area, but at the same time to view
them as an interacting whole. In each case, the measurement needs
have been justified in ter_s of an explicit scientific rationale that i_
as complete as the tinne and resources of this panel permitted. The
scientific rationales and related measurements should be viewed as a
formulation subject to improw.mente and later revisions.
The panel _so finds that data acquisition--i.e., making observa- d
tions year after year as required--is insufficient to ensure the health
and vitality of solar-terrestrial research and operational services.
Equally :,mportant is the need to plan and budget for processing
and archiving the data acquired, and for ensuring that these data
are preserved in a form readily accessible and available to users over
long periods. This is especially important because of the retrospec-
tive nature of analyses of variable solar-terrestrial data, collected
and preserved for analysis over multiyear cycles. It is noted that
daily analyses of most solar-terrestrial d_ta streams are made for
op 'rational services to meet short-term research objectives and na-
tional applications, forecasts, and services. Thereafter, the data are _.
processed and arc.hived for retrospective research.
The need to ensure the planning and budgetary commitment to
data and information services is of such importance that the panel
has recommended that the standing committee designated to over-
see the setting of priorities for long-term observations also direct
' ' 0,_°"
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6its oversight to the quality, viability, preservation, and accessibil-
ity of long-term solar-terrestrial data. A certain percentage of each
agency's budget will need to be designated to provide data accessi-
bility for long-term solar-terrestrial research. Arrangements, such as
those of NASA, to set aside a period of up to two years for the princi-
pal investigators to prepare scientific papers from particular research
projects can be made. But the responsibility to contribute complete
data in usable form for long-term retrospective research is essential.
Its inclusion in a research plan should be required as a prerequisite to
funding, and the fulfillment of this responsibility should be subject to
oversight by the recommended committee. Just as in many areas of
physics, the worldwide cooperative nature of solar-terrestrial science
makes this commitment imperative. This same standing committee
would be charged with responsibility for reviewing and recommend-
ing overall scientific priorities, since both new research and long-term
observations will continue to be funded from the same pot.
The justification for the recommended standing committee relies
on theneed forand the valuegivento thedata by scienceand ,/:i
society.The panelfindsthatlong-termsolar-terrestrialobservations '|Ji
areessentialforthefollowingreasons:
1. Interdisciplinaryapplications.The sunisthemostaccessible
member of a central class of stars. What we learn about it applies
to the whole class. The sun fixes a point on the curve linking all
classes, extending our knowledge to stars generally. For example,
the sunspot and magnetic cycles best document the behavior of
magnetohydrodynamic dynamos. Understanding the solar dynamo
and the ways by which the magnetic energy generated thereby is
converted into high-energy particle and electromagnetic emissions
opens the door to understanding these processes in planetary, stellar,
and galactic settings.
2. Relevance to society. The impact of solar irradiance at var-
ious portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, and of particles and
fields transported from the sun, disturbs the fabric of industrial
and information societies in many significant ways. The integrity of
worldwide communication and navigation systems depends on solar-
terrestrial forecasts. Large magnetic storms induce damaging voltage
transients on high-voltage lines and corrosive currents on pipe lines,
and accelerate orbit decay of low-altitude satellites. Protection from
the damaging solar ultraviolet radiation is provided by stratospheric i
ozone, the concentration of which is also affected by solar proton i
q_ r I' !, , ........
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7events. As advanced societies move increasingly into space, accu-
rate forecLs*.ing of space _weather" (i.e., the short-term variability of
the space environment), including the probability of extreme events
based on continuous monitoring of a number of solar-terrestrial in-
dices, becomes increasingly important.
The panel finds that long-term solar-terrestrial observations are i
valuable for the following reasons:
1. To establish a solar-terrestrial climatology. Since the sun-
spot cycle, the solar magnetic cycle, and the solar secular variation
occur on decadal time scales, lon_-term solar-terrestria] obserw, tions
are needed to (a) establish the baseline values for the solar-terrestrial
system, (b) characterize statistically changes in the solar "seasons _
(the sunspot and magnetic cycles), (c) characterize statistica_y long-
term secular variation, and (d) guide and validate the work to uncover
the physical determinants of long-term solar-terrestrial variations.
2. To support space environment forecasts. Continuously gath-
ered data are used in preparing forecasts for operations both in _/
space and on earth for research campaigns, communications, com-
merce, and defense. These data streams support retrospective solar-
terrestrial research.
3. To specify space weather conditions and the state of the so-
lar 'rseasons" for particular events. Continuous monitoring permits
placing data taken in campaigns and for special purposes in the t
context of the prevailing space weather and solar cycles.
4. To provide the data base for statistical syntheses, correlative
studies, case studies, and serendipitous discoveries. Solar-terrestrial
research must compensate for the data sparsity inherent to the field
by taking a statistical approach to global synoptic studies. Expanded
data archives are needed to build statistical montages of solar wind
structures and magnetospheric structures for the full range of deter-
mining conditions. Further, continuous monitoring provides a con-
stantly expanding inventory of phenomena to carry out increasingly \
rigorous correlative studies and increasingly fruitful case studies,
and to ensure an ever-increasing opportunity for new and important _
discoveries.
The panel finds that long-term solar-terrestrial observations have
suffered from terminations, discontinuities, and delays in compila-
tion and are threatened with more of each. Actual or threatened
discontinuations of long-term data streams have occurred in the so-
lax, interplanetary, magnetospheric, ionospheric, and thermospheric
1989011534-018
8components of solar-terrestrial research with little consideration of
the scieatific merit or priorities of such observations. Over the last
decade, there has been a substantial decline in the number of instal-
lations used for long-tern, monitoring of solar-terrestrial parameters.
Unless steps are taken to prevent it, the decline is apt to continue.
The panel finds that observational programs undertaken or per-
ceived by funding authorities to be undertaken for a specific mission
or campaign cannot be justified or supported thereafter as a long-
term observational program. A scientific rationale for long-term
observations must stand on its own.
Taken together, these finding8 call for the following actions:
1. Define the critical long-term observations for each link in the
solar-terrestrial chain.
2. Promote interagency and international institutionalization of
planning, coordination, management, scientific oversight, and joint
or shared funding in accordance with a scientific rationale clearly
justifying the needs for long-term solar-terrest_,ial observations for /f:
both operational and research goals.
\
\
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Recommendations
,
In response to the call for action, this report makes one primary
recommendation and five implementing recommendations. !
PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION !The panel has identified a set of observations to specify the
links that couple the sun to the earth (see Chapter 6). Most
are already widely used in solar-terrestrial research. A diachronic
record of the list of observations would serve the most basic needs
of solar-terrestrial research and operational national services. The
pane[ recommenda that theae long-term solar.terrestrial observation_
be taken continuously, through interagency and international coop-
erative planning and cooperative programs. To facilitate this recom-
mendation, the panel proposes a method to prioritize the list when \
budgets will not support the entire list.
Circumstances peculiar to long-term observations unintention- '
ally jeopardize even a minimal record of solar-terrestrial observa-
; tions.The followingrecommendations addresshow to implement
i the primary recommendation in the face of these circumstances.
i Note: See Appendix for a list of definitions used in this report.
_ 9
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IMPLEMENTING RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The panel recommends that a body be established, composed of
independent, knowledgeable scientists, to be responsible for overseeing
the overall scientific priorities based on consideration of new research
and long-term solar-terrestrial observational needs for both opera-
tional and research goals, and for evaluating the quality, viability, con-
tinuity, preservation, and accessibility of long-term solar-terrestrial
data. This body could be a subcommittee of the Interagency Coordi-
nating Committee for Solar-Terrestrial Research (ICCSTR), CSTR
itself, or some standing subcommittee under CSTR, the Committee
on Space Environment Forecasting of the Office of the Federal Co-
ordinator for Meteorological Services and Supporting Rese_ch, or
some other appropriate committee.
Traditionally regarded as interdisciplinary, long-term solar-ter-
restrial research has its programs, funding, and data sources spread
over several agencies. Many problems in obtaining and maintaining
long-term solar-terrestrial data, such as technological advance and /
institutional change, recur periodically, and their resolution there- i
fore requires a continuing interagency and international coordinated
planning effort. The standing committee would respond to evolv-
ing scientific knowledge and technology, while guiding the processes
keeping scientifically important, long-term data sets available and
useful.The tasksof thiscommitteecouldinclude:setpriorities _.
asrequiredundervaryingcircumstances;recommend arrangements
to continuevaluabledatasetsthatareindangerof disappearing;
evaluatetheperformanceofthearchivalagencies;determinecriti-
calnon-redundantparameters,stationlocations,and measurement
strategiesfordatacollection;a d overseethevitalprocessesofdata
processing,archiving,andaccessibilitytoresearchers.(Notethatthis
recommendationissimilarinmany respectstorecommendations2
and 7 in Solar. Terrestrial Data, Access, Distribution, and Archiving
(NRC, 1981b) and to recommendation 4 of the NRC Status Re-
port 19f,5 of the Committee on Geophysical Data, Solar-Terrestrial \
Physics Section (NRC, 1986a).) Agency plans to terminate existing
solar-terrestrialobservationsshouldbe providedforreviewby this , \
committee to meet the priorities of solar-terrestrial science under the
givenbudgetlimitations. ._
2. To ensureuniformityofdiachronicdatasets,we recommend
that su_icient overlap between old and new instruments and mea-
surement methods occur to provide adequate cross-calibration. We
i'! recommend further that if a new reduction technique is implemented,
Z_
J
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it be designed to minimize the change in the algorithms that generate
output parameters flora input data. Such steps should be coordinated
by individual agencies and scientists with the new oversight com-
mittee on a timely basis. The same criteria as applied in setting
priorities for long-term observations will be applied in determining
whether uniformity can be ensured, or the data set terminated.
3. We recommend increased review and evaluation of efforts to
acquire, catalog, disseminate, and analyze archived, historical, and
prozy data. Many of our most important insights into the long-
term behaviorof solar-terrestriallinkageshave come from studies
ofarchived,historical,and proxy data. This isbecause,unlikeas-
tronomers,solar-terrestrialscientistshave only one system to ob-
serve,and unlikelaboratoryphysiciststhey cannot carryout con-
trolledexperiments.Therefore,to extend the continuedmeasure-
ment of the solar-terrestrialsystem'sbehavior,solar-terrestrialsci-
entistsmus_ evaluatecriticallyarchivaldatasets,historicalnecdotal
accounts,and solaractivitytracersintreerings,icecores,and lunar
samples. The new committee ischargedwith the responsibilityo /
evaluate and set guidelines to deal with the problems of nonstandard I_
long-term solar-terrestrial data. Specific examples of current interest
include analysis of carbon-14 anomalies in tree rings, cataloguing
historical auroras and sunspots from western and oriental sources,
and microfilming pre-IGY U.S. magnetograrns (archiving them at i
theNationalGeophysicalData Center(NGDC)).
4. We recommend that agencies and organizations ezplore ways
to continue the high-priority long-term observations through a pro-
gram of unmanned satellite and space station observing systems, par-
ticularly add-on instrumentation attached to scheduled spacecraft and
free-flyer missions.
5. We recommend that the new committee recommend, and na-
tional and international agencies designate and fund, national agen-
cies, such as the NOAA-operated World Data Center and National
Geophysical Data Center, to collect, archive, and prepare accessible
data sets to support research in solar.terrestrial science o_er the long
term. x
6. Since the long-term data requirements identified by this
panel pertain in most cases to global parameters of the solar-terres-
trial system, and since both ground-based and satellite observations
are essential to achievement of the desired result, we recommend
that the acquisition and archieing of specified long.term data sets be i
coordinated and conducted as the U.$. commitment to the various in-
ternational organizations (the World Meteorological Organization and !
its World Data Centers and the International Committee of Scientific i
!
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Unions) that plan and conduct olobal solar-terrestrial data collection
and research. These organizations should be encoeraged to review and
support the critical set of solar.terrestrial observations through coor-
dinated international cooperative programs, with added observations
as required by each nation, and to support the role of the World Data
Center for long-term solar.terrestrial observations.
\
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The Value of Long-Term Observations
This chapter reviews in some detail the reasons why long-term
solar-terrestrial observations are important. One point peculiar to
solar-terrestrial science should be noted at the outset. The field ex-
panded enormously at the onset of the space age. Consequently, the
number of solar-terrestrial parameters monitored increased dramat-
ically around 1960. Solar wind speed and magnetic field are prime
examples. Barely two ll-year solar activity cycles and one 22-year
solar magnetic cycle have elapsed since satellite monitoring of solar-
terrestrial data began. Monitoring of many key parameters began
even later, for example, accurate observations of the total solar it-
radiance from space. Thus while accumulating data oil _nlar wind
streams and shocks and short-term solar-terrestrial events are begin-
ning to provide part of a systematic solar-terrestrial climatology, the
solar cycle dependences cf many solar-terrestrial linkages and their
intercycle variability are as yet unknown. \
A succinct summary of the value of long-term solar-terrestrial
observations may be stated as follows. Each of these points is ex- _
panded in the remainder of this section. Long-term solar-terrestrial
observatior-,s permit the following:
1. Characterizing periodic (cyclical) processes of the solar-
terrestrial linkages over all time scales.
13
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2. Documentingsecularchangesin solar-terrestrialphenom-
ena.
3. Characterizing significant short-lived events important to
solar-terrestrial coupling, such as solar flares, solar proton events,
coronal transients, interplanetary shock waves, and magnetic storms.
4. Promoting understanding ofmaguetospheric structure based
on spacecraft probes of limited duration.
5. Characterizing statistically solar-terrestrial linkages.
6. Developing techniques for solar event warnings and space
environment forecasts.
7. Evaluating campaign or mission data in the context of long-
term changes.
8. Studying correlations of solar-terrestrial linkages.
9. Developing data bases for case studies.
10. Facilitating serendipitous discoveries.
11. Capturing and recording rare events, e.g., comet passages.
1. Long-term observations are needed to characterize and un-
derstand the behat'ior of periodic phenomena in the processes of the i/
sun to quantify their interactions with the interplanetary r,tedia and l,
the magnetosphere and atmosphere of the earth. The chain of linkages
starts at the sun. The first link, sc!ar activity, exhibits a quasi-ll-
year cycle. There is also a 22-year solar magnetic cycle and a 27-day
cycle of corotating solar wind structures. Coronal hole observations
andsolarwindmonitoringillustrateth point.Evenbeforethespace
age,magneticstormsrecurringafteronesolarotationimpliedlong-
lived streams of solar particles. Having no visible solar portals, they
were said to emanate from M (magnetic) regions. From spacecraft,
particle and field instruments detected the solar streams and x-ray
detectors observed the coronal holes from which they issued. Now the
main solar-terrestrial links producing recurring storms can be moni-
tored directly, and their solar cycle behavior understood in terms of
changing coronal morphology.
The solar cycle dependences of some key solar-terrestrial links
havenotbeenestttblished.FigureIcomparesthevariationsinthein-
terplanetary m_gnetic field strength and the Zurich-observed sunspot _
number R_ over two solar cycles, numbers 20 and 21. Is this the pat-
tern of a 22-yem, wave, or is there no regular pattern?
The total solar irradiance ("solar constant") is anq'*he_example
of a key parame._er that should be measured continuously over one
or more solar cycles. Figure 2 shows a plot of the total solar irradi-
mace measured by the Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor
1989011534-025
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Zurich sunspot number R=. (Reprinted, by permission, from SJsvin et hi., 1986.
Copyrisht (_)1986 by the American Geophysical Union.)
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(ACRIM) on the Solar Maximum Mission spacecraft. The downtrend
seen between 1980 and late 1985 is mainly due to a real solar irra-
diance decrease, as demonstrated by bottoming out of the curve in
1986, and by the close correspondence in year-to-year trends recently
pointed out from comparison with a similar set of measurements from
the Nimbus-7 satellite. These results indicate that the sun iq about
0.1 percent dimmer at activity minimum than at maximum.
The measured long-t_L'm decrease in total solar irradiance is re-
markable, since it is in the opposite direction expected from studies
of sunspot blocking. Further study of these variations, which appear
to be caused mainly by evolution in area of bright photospheric mag-
netic faculae, is of fundamental interest. The time scale and probably
also the amplitude of the irradiance modulation would have been sig-
nificantly larger during extended periods of depressed activity such
as the Maunder and SpSrer minima in the seventeenth and fifteenth
centuries, and might have played a role in determining the climatic
cooling recorded at those times. An important advance in the anal- /
ysis of the relationship between solar variability and atmospheric l_
response has occurred with the work of Labitske (1987) and Labitzke
and Van Loon (1988). They showed that by sorting atmospheric data
i accordingtothephaseofthequasi-biennialoscillationofequatorial "
i stratosphericw nds(theQBO) clearcorrelationswiththe11-yearso-
lax cycle emerged. For 30-mbar temperatures above the North Pole
theyfounda 20°C increasefromsolarminimum tosolarmaxircm _.
forthewestphaseoftheQBO. r
Therearetwo magnetosphericexamplesoflong-termperiodic
phenomenaofconsiderableinterest.Duringthelastdecade,plasma
detectorshavebeendevelopedand flownthatmeasuredirectlythe
low-energy(_<20keV)ionmass compositionand chargestateinthe
magnetosphere.As themeasurementhistoryofthisnewlydiscov-
eredsolar-terrestrialvariablegrows,itbeginsto reveala marked,
apparentsolarcyclevariation.Figure3a showsstrongapparentso-
larcyclevariationsinO + densityat6.6Rz. Singlychargedoxygen
in themagnetosphereoriginatesin the atmosphere,not thesolar
wind. Measuzements of O+ are therefore of major diagnostic value, x
A confirmed solar cycle variation in O+ density would expose a solar
cycle dependence of global magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. Un-
fortunately, the relationship between ion composition and smoothed
sunspot number has only been determined for part of one solar cycle.
Moreover, this relationship has only been systematically examined
in the middle magnetosphere region. The observed large changes in
q9890 qq534-027
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ion composition may be both causes a_d effects of solar cycle solar-
terrestrial changes. The variations of O+ density are plausibly due to
ionospheric chemistry and scale height effects related to the variation
of solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) over the 11-year solar cycle. In
this sense the variations are an effect. But also, these variations can
be the cause of a wide variety of mass- and charge-dependent plasma
effects in the outer magnetosphere. It is important to maintain a
record of plasma composition over several solar cycles in order to un-
derstand the implications of possible plasma compositional changes.
Observations at geosynchronous orbit since 1979 have revealed
major variations in the flux of relativistic electrons. As s_own in
Figure 3b, they were nearly absent during the last solar maximum,
they were abundant during the subsequent decline, and now their
intensity has diminished again as solar minimum has passed. There
initially appears to be a strong solar cycle dependence. When at their
maximum intensities in the magnetosphere, these electrons precipi-
tate and deposit significant amounts of energy into the atmosphere at
40- to 60-km altitude. This upper atmospheric energy source could
be an important link in the solar-terrestrial system, communicating !
the sun's long-term variability to the middle atmosphere through
modulating lower D-region ionization and upper stratospheric ozone I
chemistry. It is important to lvarn nlore about the long-term behav-
ior of this particle population.
2. Long-term observations document secular changes in solar- t
terrestrial phenomena. Successive solar activity cycles differ, and r
there appears to be a supercyclecoveringtypicallyeightto ten
11-yearcycles.
Sunspot cycles19, 20, and 21, which peaked in 1958, 1968,
and 1980, respectively,illustrateintercycledifferences.The first
exhibitedthe highestrecordedsunspot number (Figure4),and the
second exhibitedthe largestdeclining-phasepeak in geomagnetic
activity(Figure5). Figure1 alsoshows a strikingdifferenceinthe
behavior of the solar wind magnetic field at 1 AU during cycles
20 and 21. This is important because the magnetic field couples
the solar wind to the magnetosphere. Moreover, the yearly averaged ""
solar wind magnetic field correlated well with geomagnetic activity in
cycle 21, but in cycle 20, solar wind speed dominated the correlation.
The second peak in geomagnetic activity was strong in both cycles.
However, in the first, recurring solar wind streams caused most of
the activity, and in the second, non-recurring events had the greater
effect.
r,
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Geophysical Union.) X.
As seen in Figure 4, over sui_ciently long-time scales, the su-
percyc]e modulation dominates in_ercyc]e differences. Geomagnetic
activity follows solar activity. Figure 6 shows the present supercycle's
rise, peak, and incipient decline in one geomagnetic activity index.
The steady rise in the minima of _.he 11-year wave implies that the
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FIGURE 3b (top) Daily averagesof 5- to 7-MeV electronsmeuured on board
spacecraft1979-053and spacecraft1982-019at geostationaryorbit from mid- _,,,
1979 to l=te 1986. The background flux level in the top panel is determined by
galactic cosmic ray fluxes reaching the geostationary orbit altitudes, while the
spiky increMesare due to magnetospheric electrons. (bottom) The background-
corrected yearly averaged fluxes of electrons with energy 3 MoV meMured by
" the geostationary spacecraft are shown. A long-term flux variation on a solar
i cyclescale is indicated. (Adapted and reprinted, by permission, from Baker et
_. sl., 1987. Copyright (_)1987 by the American Geophysical Union.)
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FIGURE 4 Annu++l mean sunspot numbers, 1610-1987, Cycle 19 (pe_k ye+tr
1958) exhibited the highest sunspot number on record (from Eddy, 1978, &s
revised through 1987 by author, courtesy of J.A. Eddy).
\
two-solar-cycle record of in situ solar wind data contains few if any
instances of conditions that typified the minimum of 1901. _....
In thepastthesupercyclewave ha+ evidentlymeandered outside
ofthe rangeofitscurrentcycle.Figure7 shows a lO00-yearoverview
of past3olaractivity.Itcombines direct,archived,historical,and
proxy data. Itrevealsoccasionalintervalswhen solaractivityvir-
tuallyceasedforseveralcycles.Sincethe Maunder Minimum, only
the lullat the beginningofthe nineteenthcenturyapproachesdeep
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FIGURE 5 Geomagnetic v_riability during cycles 11 through 20. Odd-
numbered cycles a_ dr,wa with light solid lines, even cycles with dasl_d
lines, and cycle 20 with a heavy solid line. Cycle 20 exhibited the ]arges_ _k
in geomagnetic variability during the declinlng phase of thesolar maximum c,_r- t
ing this period. (Reprinted, by permission, from Gosling eta]., 1977. Copyright
(_)1977 by the America. Geophysical Union.) _,.
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quiescence. Based on the reconstructed solar record i'or the last
millennium, the sun is overdue for _xperiod of prolonged inactivity.
The examples demonstrate that long-term solar-terrestrial data
records are incomplete. We could _ld examples showing the lack I
b
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FIGURE 6 Variations in yearly means ofsunspot number R and the aa index
of geomagnetic activity. (Adapted and reprinted, by permission, from Feynman
and Crooker, 19"/8.Copyright (_)1978 by Macmillan Magazines Ltd.) /
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of data on the solar cycle and secular dependences of solar oscilla-
tions and magnetism, coronal structure and transients, solar wind !_
structure and transients, modes of solar wind-magnetosphere cou-
pling and the magnetospheric response, magnetosphere-ionosphere i/
coupling, upper atmospheric response, solar cosmic ray ion produc-
tion, and galactic cosmic ray modulation. The sunspot record reveals t
the intercycle and supercycle variations in the primary solar-activity
link. Geomagnetic and auroral records extend far enough to expose
the same long-term components in the terrestrial link. Intercycle
variability characterizes the shorter records that exist of ground-
based proxy data on solar ultraviolet (UV), and solar and galactic
cosmic rays.
Some crucial links can be monitored only from spacecraft: so-
lar x rays, EUV, UV radiation, the solarwind, and its magnetic
field. Others discovered by spacecraft--coronal holes, field-aligned
currents, and thermospheric temperature---admit to ground moni- _,,
toring. The behavior of these links has been documented for two
solar cycles or less. Some links are unknown or uncertaln_the pro-
cesses that produce the solar magnetic field, solar flares, coronal
transients, the solar wind, the coupling between the solar wind and
24
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the magnetosphere, and the couplings between the magnetosphere,
ionosphere, and thermosphere. New observations are needed to doc-
ument all crucial solar-terrestrial links. For these the records have
yet to begin.
3. Continuous cbservations accumulate data on short-lived, ba-
sically unpredictable events important to solar-terrestrial coupling,
such as solar flares, solar proton events, coronal transients, inter.
planetary shock waves, and magnetic storms. Multiple samplings are
needed to establish the basic physics of these phenomena. The need
is double because they not only vary inherently but may also exhibit
intercycle and supercycle differences. As data accumulate and un-
derstanding matures, data requirements evolve. To be most effective,
new generation observations also should be continued on a long-term
basis.
Solar proton events illustrate this class of phenomena. Interest in
solar proton events has increased in recent years because they give an
opportunity to analyze the perturbed middle atmosphere in a kind of
"naturallaboratory"experiment.By simultaneouslyobservingpart'- /
cle events and related changes in ozone abundance, such experiments b
can test complex interactions affecting ozone. Ozone depletions in
nine solar proton events have been identified. The mechanisms rely |
on HO_ and NO_ catalytic reactions that destroy ozone. Both short- !term (1 dayor less)and long-term(1 weekormore)ozoneresponses i,havebeenobserved.HOx radicalsaremostlyresponsibleforozone tchangesabovethestratopause,whileNO_ productioneffectsbecome
importantbelowthatlevel.Some ozonedepletionsobservedbetween
50and60km aresignificantlylargerthanpredictedvalues,and there
isa furtherneedforresearchinthisarea.
Solarprotoneventsshow solarcyclevariationsand consider-
ableintercycledifferences.Duringsolarcycle20 therewereenough
eventsto have an influenceon thechemicalbalanceofthemiddle
atmosphere.Thereisa needtodetexminethelong-terminfluenceof
solarprotoneventson theoverallchemicalstructmeofthemiddle
atmosphere.
Studiesof interplsmetaryshockwaves,currentsheets,hydro- \,_
magneticwaves,and turbulencerelypredominantlyon theslow,
steadyaccumulationofdataon many eventstodeterminethestatis-
ticalpropertiesoftheirbehaviorand todeterminestatisticallytheir
globalstructureand theirelationtosol_rstructure.Figure8 illus-
tratesthisclassofstudiesby an importantresultobtainedthrough
a superposed-epochanalysis.The figureshowsthestructureofthe
" ,i t
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helioepheric currentsheet,thatwavy quasi-equatorialskirthatcir-
clesthesun and separatesparticlesand fieldsthatcome from the
northernand southernhemispheres.To revealthedensityand com-
positionalstructureacrossthissheetevencrudelyas inthefigure
requiredeightyearsofcontinuousolarwind data,whichyielded
only23crossingssumcientlyisolatedtobejudgedusable.The hello-
sphericurrentsheetisa majorstructuralsolarwind feature.The
examplemakesthepointthatverylong,continuousdatarecordsare
neededtobuildup a pictureofthestructureand behaviorofsolar
wind features.
Magneticstormdataexemplifydeficienciesncharacterizingm-
portant,short-livedsolar-terrestrialevents.Magneticstorms,the
longestknown and largestoftheterrestriallinks,varyinkindand
strength.Therearesuddenlycommencingstorms,graduallycom-
mencingstorms,and stormswithpositiveand negativeinterplan-
etarymagneticfieldnorth-southcomponentsperpendicularto the
ecliptic--themain couplingparameter.To characterizea stormad- i
equately requires solar wind, magnetopause, tail, ring current, auro- l
ral zone, and ground-magnetometer data. Dependent on favorable l/
spacecraft alignments coinciding with a storm, full storm captures
are infrequent. Accumulating samples for comparative studies is
correspondinglyslow.
4. Accumulating and arehiving in situ magnetospheric data per-
mit constructing global pictures of magnetospheric structure at specific
actimty levels by fitting together pieces of the picture acquired at differ-
ent times and places when such levels occurred. The only way known
at present to establish the three-dimensional structure of the mag-
netosphere is to take in situ observations with spacecraft that probe
its interior features and map its boundaries. But the dynamic mag-
netosphere moves and changes while being measured. To construct a
snapshot of global magnetospheric structure, researchers must piece i
together a global montage out of small views seen by spacecraft at I \
random times and places when the magnetosphere happens to be _
in a specified condition. Thus magnetospheric science must adopt a i X.
statisticalapproachto globalsynopticstudies.Continuousin situ
magnetospheric monitoring and archiving are indispensable for the
purpose.
Important studies of this type have been completed. The bow
shock and dayside (but not nightside) magnetopanse have been
mapped for several (but not a complete set of) solar wind condi-
tions. The average position and shape of the tail's neutral sheet andi'
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their seasonal variations have beelz charted, but deviations from the
averages imposed by the external magnetic field, substorms, and flut-
ing remain unresolved. The variations of average field strength down
the tail and across the tail from top to bottom and from side to side
have been determined. However, the tail data have not yet been as-
sembled into an explicit, statistically determined, three-dimensional,
global empirical model of the magnetic structure of the tail. Data
from low-altitude, polar-orbiting satellites have been binned to reveal
the patterns of high-latitude electric fields and field-aligned currents
that reflect global magnetospheric dyr stoics. However, m_ps based
on other important binning strategies have yet to be compiled. Fi-
nally, similar incoherent-radar observations of the high-latitude iono-
sphere have been montaged into full local-time auroral zone maps of
conductivity and electric fields for different levels of magnetospheric
activity.
The Tsyganenko-Usmanov empirically determined, mathem_ti_
cally explicit model of the magnetosphere's magnetic field illustrates
the statistical approach to global synoptic studies. The model com- f
bines a set of analytic representations of magnetospheric current i
systems with a power series expansion that was tailored to fit the
spatial variation of the field that remained when the analytically
determined contributions were removed. The data that were fit to
the model were the accumulated magnetic field measurements from
the IMP and HEOS spacecraft. The parameters that specify the
analytical expressions and the coefficients of the expansion were de-
termined by minimizing residuals between the calculated field and r
the statistically averaged field. The parameters were determined
for different activity levels as measured by the geomagnetic index
Kp. The resulting model gives a spatially continuous representation
of the magnetic field for different activity levels that is valid from
about 6 Rz to 20 Rz--the range covered by the spacecraft. This
type of model is especially valuable because it permits calculating
the three components of the electric current everywhere in the do-
main of validity. This capability opens the door to empirical studies
of magnetospheric dyn_nics and empirical determinations of the
spatial distribution of field-aligned curren'_ in the magnetosphere, _'.
complementary to the maps obtained with da_a from low-altitude,
polar-orbiting satellites.
Figure 9 shows contours of field-aligned currents obtained with
the Tsyganenko-Usmanov model and projected onto the equatorial
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lines carrying curcent toward the northern polar ionosphere, while unhatched
areu indicate the opposi_,_polarity. (Reprinted, by permission, from EIphicet
al., 1987. Copyright Q1987 by the Johns Hopkins Univc _ity Press.)
plane. A moderately active, equinox situation is depicted. The re-
sult locates two magnetospheric source regions for a current system
thatatlow altitudeshad been assumed tobe continuousand reveals
a prominent new system not previously identified from low-altitude
observations.The resultdemonstratesthevalueofconstructingmon- "
tages(inthiscasean analyticalmontage) out ofdata accumulated
from continuousmagnetosphericmonitoring.More such data are
needed. The model shouldbe extended to be validinsideof 6 Rz
and outsideof20 Rz and to givemore reliableresultsforrareindex
valueswhere therearefew data.
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5. The statistical characterization of solar-terrestrial linkages
establishes (I) the baselines against which to detect changes from
known or s_spected causes and (2) the r_sk factors for space activi-
ties. Long, continuous records of data on solar-terrestrial linkages
permit determining their averages and their distributions abou2 the
averages, the frequency and range of extreme values, and the normal
correlations between them. These statistics can be used zo assign
probabilities that some known or suspected agent has affected the
solar-terrestrial environment, for example, the close passage of a
comet or anthropogenic sources of waves or contaminants. Large
solar flares, major magnetic storms, and intense substorms can be
dangerous for humans in space, damaging to spacecraft, and dis-
ruptive to communications. The August 1972 series of storms dra-
matized the point by spraying the moon with lethal doses of solar
cosmic rays near the time of the Apollo missions. Large storms are
rare, but potentially very hazardous. Hurricanes are an appropriate
meteorological analog. As any meteorologist can recite the names of /
the famous killer hurricanes, the monster magnetic storms are well- _
recalled by solar_-terrestrial researchers: September 1859, February I_ :
1872, February 1957, and August 1972 to identify the most famous.
But there were many more nearly as large. Extreme value statistics
can be applied to solar-terrestrial data on extreme events to enable !
risk assessments for space activities. The analyses become more reli-
able as the length of the record and the number of events grow. The j
need for reliable risk estimates will become increasingly important ?
as people become more dependent on space communications and
monitoring satellites and as observatories, laboratories, stations, and
colonies move into space.
6. Continuously monitoring the solar-terrestrial environment
enables techniques to be developed for solar event warnings and
space environment forecasts. As noted above and as is relevant
again here, spacecrxft operations and lifetimes can be affected se-
riously by changes in spacecraft environment. Earth-based com-
munications, power, and transportation networks, as well as space.
craft, experience failures caused by voltages induced by magnetic '
storms. Active experiments and scientific campaigns are initiated
when continuous-data monitors indicate favorable conditions. Flare
monitors give one- to two-hour proton event warnings and one- to
two-day magnetic storm warnings. At its Lagrangian station, ISEE-3
gave one-hour shock-arrival warnings and two-hour substorm warn..
ings. Ground magnetic observatories together with polar-crossing i
_.
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and geceynchronousspacecraftcontinuouslymonitorthestateofthe
magnetosphere.Theirdata couldprovidereasonablycomprehensive
magnetospheric,ionospheric,and thermosphericforecasts.
7. Continuo1_sobservationsareneededtosupportstudies,cam-
paigns,and m_s_ons thatrequiredatatospecifythesolar.terrestrial
environment and to place their rcse/ts in th_ contezt of long-term
changes. Solar flaxes, solar proton events, solar 10-cm radio flux, the
solar wind magnetic field (y and z components), and geomagnetic in-
dices (as, AE, Ap, Dst, Kp) typify routine observations and indices
used to characterize the state of the solar-terrestrial environment.
They are used to bin data (for example, quiet, moderate, and active
according to the level of Kp) and to compare new and old results
pertaining to the same environmental conditions.
To give an example, the value of the data taken by the Ulysses
spacecraft will be greatly enhanced if long-term solar and solar wind
observations are extended continuoasly through the Ulysses mission. /
The solarand solarwind statesshouldbe specifiedto relateUlysses ii
datato a particularsolar-cyclephase and solar-activitycondition.
8. Continuous observations provide data bases/or correlative
studies of solar-terrestrial linkages. The subject of solar-terrestriaJ
relatinnsisfounded on observedcorrelationsbetween indicesof 8o- [
lax,geomagnetic,and auroralactivity.Correlativestudiesbetween
differentlong-termdata setscontinueto be importantas new data
setsgrow and theirrelationstooldersetsaretested.The indefinite
correlationbetween the solarwind magnetic fieldand the sunspot
number shown inFigure1 isacaseinpoint.
More commonly, continuous long-term data are correlated
againstshort-termmeasurements,forexample to see how they de-
pend on magnetic activityorthe orientationofthe solarwind mag-
neticfield.The dependenceoftheasymmetry inpolarcap convection
on solarsectorpolarityand the relatedSvalgaard-Mansuroveffect
areinstances.....
The earth'sthermosphereand ionosphereareknown torespond
dramaticallyto solarand auroralactivity.Middle atmosphereozone
changeshave alsobeen attributedtovariablesolarUV fluxesand to
intensesolarprott,,lbombardment. Itisnot known how deep intothe
atmosphere the variableffectsofsolaractivitypenetrate.Nonethe-
less,thevenerablesubjectofsun-weatherrelationscomprisesa body
ofpossiblyimportant,thoughstillincoxlclusi_'e,correlationsbetween
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weather and climate parameters and long-term solar-terrestrial pa-
rameters. Eleven-year, twenty-two year, and supercycle signals have
been reported. As yet no convincing causal mechanism has been
found. Nonetheless, the possibility of a sun-weather connection gives
reason to monitor the solar constant, solar UV, and solar particle
fluxes continuously.
9. Continuousobservationsproeidedatabase8forcasestudies
ofsolar-terrestriallinkages.The experienceoftroposphericmeteo-
rologytells us that synoptic analysis of data from a sufficiently dense;
network of stations is needed to reveal the structure and behavior
of the atmosphere's storms and calmJ. It is d_.fficult to apply this
lesson to solar-terrestrial weather prccesses in the absence of a dense
network of fixed, continuously monitoring stations. The field relies
instead on accidental, favorable al;,gnments c,f spacecraft coinciding
with an event of the _ype to be studied. Individual researchers initi-
ated the syst,matic application of this procedure in the early 1970s,
but it was formalized in the late 1970s under the International Mag-
netospheric Study (IMS) Program as Coordinated Data Analysis
Workshops (CDAWs). By 1997, the eighth CDAW was in progress. /
The conceptescalatedrecentlyunderthePolarRegionandOuter I,
MagnetosphereInternation'MStudy (PROMIS), whichobtainedas
completeasetaspossiblecfcoordinatedglobalmagnetosphericmea- ,
surements.PROMIS incorporatedVIKING andDE-I auroral_nag-
ingsequences,alongwithISE_I and-2l._lasmasheetmeasurerr_ents,
plus IMP-8 upstream data and a variety of geostationary orbit and
ground-based informa'.:ion. The program produced approximatelythree months of highly coordinated in:Formation that will provide
a rich research data set. The program illustrr_tes the benefits of
coordinated data collection and especie]ly demonsti._es the impor-
tance of continuous data records in order to understand the global
solar-wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system.
There is also a growing trend in thermospheric, ionospheric, and
mesospheric research to organize measurement periods into global
campaigns, such as GISMOS (global incoherent scatter measure-
ments of subF_torms),GTMS (global thermospheric mapping study),
and CEDAR (Coupling,Energeticsand DynamicsofAtmospheric ',,
Regions).Thesecampaignsgathercontinuousdataforpreselected
timeperiods,andtheyaredesignedtostudycertaingeophysica!phe-
nomena. Solar-ter,_,strialindicesare;.mportantforthesecampaign
studiesbecausetheytareusedto characterizeenergyand momen-
tum inputsintothethermosphereand _ouosphere.Incertaincases,
'i
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predictions of enhanced solar or geomagnetic activity are used to
coordinate intensive data, taking periods and alert other stations to
opportunities for additional measurements. The indices are also used
to organize and characterize data in the analysis phase. These cam-
paigns are often designed to observe during various phases of the solar
cycle to determine differences in global structure and differences in
the response to auroral activity.
10. Although by t_eir nature discoveries are unpredictable and are
thereforedi_cult_.ouseinprioritya_ses_ernent_itiswellrecognized
thatroutinelymonitored ataarfcapitalthatyielddiscoveriesu
interest.The sunspotcycleand i_sgeomagneticechoarecentury-old
examplcs.The Maunder Minimum, recurrentmagneticstorms,and
the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect were discovered, not predicted. The
discoveries of the Io decametric emission and the Antarctic ozone i
hole emerged from studies of accumulated routine synoptic data. As
the inventory of continuously monitored data increases, so does the
likelihood of serendipitous discoveries. /
An excellent example of a serendipitous discovery was the discov- i !:
ery of the ll-year variation of the cosmic ray intensity in antiphase
wi_,h sunspot activity by S. Forbush. In this case, data were taken
with carefully calibrated detectors over a number of years. The ini-
tial goal was to study short-term variations, but because good data
taken over a long time were available, the previously undiscovered
longer-termvariationswere,found.
The variationfthecosmicrayintensityasmeasuredbyneutron ?
I
monitorsisillustratedinFigure10.The large11-yearvariationis
causedby the"modulation_ ofthecosmicraysby thesolarwind.
The serendipitousdiscoveryisthedifferenceb tweenthe cosmic
raymaximum centeredon the1965sunspotminimum and theone
centeredon 1975.The findingillustratesanotherpointofrelevance.
A recentheoryofthemodulationofcosmicraysby thesolarwind
suggeststhatthedifferenceisdue tothedifferentsignofthesolar
magnetic field at successive sunspot minima. If this were correct, the
generalnatureofthevariationbetween1965and 1975shouldrepeat
itselfwitha 22-yearperiod.To verifythisprediction,andclarifyour ',
understandingofa varietyofsolar-terrestrialeffectsofcosmicrays,
we need_ocontinuetheneutronmonitormeasurementsforatleast
22more years.
A finalsignificantobservedeffecto emergeunpre,_ictedfrom
ana_.yzing long data records also illustrates the importance of geo-
m_,gnetic indices. In a recent careful study of the corr_lat_on of the
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FIGURE 10 Counting rate of the Ciim_ Neuron Monitor (cou_esy of J.A.
Simpson).
\
geomagneticaa indexwith the countingrateofthe Mt. Washington
neutronmonitor,Shea and Smart (1985) found thatthe correlation '_,
was quitesignificantand negative(-0.86)duringthe yearsaround
the 1965 solarminimum but thatitwas much smallerand insignifi-
cant (<0.16) during the 1975 _1_ minimum. This effect was initially
verypuzzlingto observersbut may be shown tobe a naturalconse-
_. quence ofcurrenttheory,ifone takesthe as indexto be a measure
_:_._,,_. -._. _,_ _ .............
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ofdisturbancesinthesolarwind attheearthbut notathighheli-
ographiclatitudes.Thisextremelyimportantanalysis,whichsheds
lighton thewholequestionofcyclicvariationsinthesolar-terrestrial
system,would be impo_iblewithoutthe availabilityoflong-term
geomagneticindices.
11. Continuous monitori_ 0 and archivin 0 captures an_ stores ob-
servations of rare events for future analyses. In 1910, the earth passed
through the tail of Halley's Comet. Several times per century auroras
are seen at extraordinarily low latitudes (for example, Mexico City in
1859 and Bombay in 1872). As the field of solar-terrestrial research
matures, its ability to analyze and understand unique and rare events
like these grows. Reciprocally, data on such events are useful to mea-
sure the field's maturity by testing its theories in extreme limits and
under unusual conditions. In this capacity, monitoring and archiving
of solar-terrestrial data play a role similar to sky surveys and plate
archives in astronomy.
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Problem Arenasin Long-Term
Solar-Terrestrial Observations
The Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research solicited the
panel's study after identifying a number of problem areas in main-
raining high-quality, viable, and maximally useful long-term solar-
terrestrial observations. Instances of endangered, threatened, and ac-
tually discontinued long-term solar-terrestrial observations are easily
cited. In many of these instances, the observational program began
as, or was perceived as stemming from, a campaign- or mission-
oriented view of the purpose of the observations. That these obser-
vations contributed to the goals of long.term solar.to.rrestrial research
and to fulfilling the scientific rationale for co_$_.nuousmonitoring, as
described in the previous section, normally entered minimally if at all
into considerations about long-term funding. It is clear in retrospect
that the solar-terrestrial community cannot expect continuation of
observational programs perceived by funding authorities as a spe-
cific mission or campaign. The need for long-term solar-terrestrial
observationsmust be establishedina periodicallyrevisedscientific
rationale from the beginning, together with criteria for eventual
termination or replacement of given observations. Other issues ad- '_
dressed include the general decrease in solar-terrestrial monitoring,
the problem of optimizing long-term solar-terrestrial observations
for solar-terrestrial climatology, the successor problem in maintain-
ing diachronic observations in small-unit operations, and the need
for intercalibration when one variable supplants another.
36
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TYPICAL PROBLEM CASES IN EACH
SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL LINK
The Sun
The high-quality satellite measurements of the total solar irradiance
begun in 1978 may suffer discontinuity if the next launch of the
ACRIM instrument must wait for the UARS mission in the early
1990s, which is the present plan. By precluding intercalibration of
old and new ACRIM monitors, the discontinuity would be serious.
A strongly recommended solution is to incorporate total solar irradi-
ance measurements as a standard part of GOES missions, which have
programmatically planned continuity. Also, continued operation of
the ERB on the Nimbus-7 well into solar cycle 22 is urged.
Monitoring of solar ultraviolet flux variations will require a major
effort in development of stable spectrometers, detectors, and stan- /
dards to attain the precision limits of a few percent over the solar C
cycle that are required, for example, to study ozone trends. Figure
11 illustrates the gaps in the UV data and the large calibration un-
certainties. In the important region for ozone studies, between 150
and 300 nm, few useful data were available before about 1976. Cali-
bration errors in the data since then are still several tens of percent
and thus are often inadequate to discern atmospherically important
solar cycle trends.
Delays in reflight of the SUSIM shuttle experiment until 1992
mean that the major instrument in the area of UV solar irradiance
studies will be inoperative for at least five years. In the EUV be-
low Lyman alpha, Figure 11 shows that, since the termination of
AE-E measurements about seven years ago and the retirement of E.
Hinteregger at the U.S. Air Force Geophysical Laboratory, essentially
no useful data of any kind are available, and at present no regular
measurementsintheEUV areplanned.
Solarmonitoring_tthe SacramentoPeak,Mt. Wilson,Stan-
ford,and Big Bearobservatorieshas beenthreatenedwithdiscon- "
tinuities.Each of theseobservatoriesprovidesuniquedataon so-
larchromosphericand coronalactivity,and togetherwithKPNO
they constitutehe backboneof U.S.solarmonitoringcapability
atpresent.The Ft.D_.visradiospectrograph,whichprovidedthe
onlyhigh-resolutionswept-frequencyinformation meterwaveso-
lardisturbanceintheUnitedStates,hasbeenshutdown. Support
forcontinuanceoftheOttawa 10.7-cmsolarfluxmeasurementsis
k q
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FIGURE 11 Me,_urements from satellites and rockets of ultraviolet irradiances
during solar cycles 20 and 21. (Reprinted, by permiMion, from Lean, 1987.
Copyright (c_1987 by the American Geophysical Union.)
precarious. Both the Culgoora, Australia, solar radio interferome-
ter measurements and the U.S. Clark Lake meter-decameter solar
imaging have been discontinued.
Interplanetary Medium
Interplanetary field and plasma monitoring decreased substan-
tially in 1982 when NASA made a post-launch decision to move
ISEE-3 from its Lagrangian station, where it had provided contin-
uous data on the solar plasma streaming toward the earth. IMP-8,
139
providing less than 50 percent coverage, was also threatened with de-
activation, which would have left no near-earth solar wind monitor.
The situation will not improve until the launch of the WIND space-
craft, which is one of the two recently approved U.S. complements
to the International Solar-Terrestrial Program (ISTP). The impor-
tance of the WIND spacecraft to solar-terrestrial science is difficult
to overstress.
Magnetosphere
Long-term agnetosr_ricstudiessufferfromthelackofcontin-
uoussolarwind dat_ ,eyalsosufferfromthelackofcoordinated
multispacecraftrr ._,,stobuilda databank ofsynopticanalyses
on whichtobaseglobalmagnetodphericstudies.The situationwill
improvewhen theISTP programislaunched.
Auroral Electrojet /
Auroral electrojet (AE), a ground-based geomagnetic index, is
the prime monitor of _..l_bstormactivity. NOAA first assumed the
responsibility to compile it and provided a record that begins in 1966
but stops in 1975. The World Data Center C2 in Japan subsequently
took over responsibility for providing the index, but it is not a .;
high-priority task. The records for 1976-1977 are missing; the delay
between measurement and publication of AE is three years; and there
is no long-term commitment to continue providing it.
Thermosphere- Ionosphere
Operating since October 1981, the solar Mesosphere Explorer
spacecraft ceased making measurements late in 1986 while still per-
forming flawlessly. Although it continues to monitor solar UV Jr-
radiance, the opportunity to monitor the _olar cycle depeudence of
mesosphere parameters was lost.
Airglow observations from Fritz Peak Observatory in Colorado :
began in the 1950s, and thermospheric temperature and winds have
been measured since 1968. This station, providing important infor-
mation on the long-term chemical and dynamic structure of the meso-
sphere and thermosphere, was closed by NOAA in 1985. Ground-
based ionosonde and polarimeter data, plus indirect satellite imagery
data describing the state of the ionosphere, are being taken by the Air
Forceforreal-timeoperationalpurposesand subsequentlyarchived
41_° ....
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attheAir ForceEnvironmentalTechnicalApplicationsCenterand
theNationalGeophysicalData Center,but notprocessedforlong-
trendstudies.
i GENERAL DECLINE
i the number of entries in two directories theComparing listing
stations that monitor the sun-earth environment (MONSEE Directo-
ries 1 and 2), Shea and Allen (1985) found a general, global decrease
between 1976 and 1984 (Figure 12). Their report shows the percent-
ages ofchangeoverthisintervalinthenumber ofstationsgathering
solar/interplanetary,ionospheric,flare-associated,geomagnetic,au-
roral,cosmicray,and airglowdata.Alldeclinedexceptthenumber
of flare-associatedmonitors,which rosebecauseof newlyopened
U.S.CoastGuard OMEGA stations.The number ofgeomagnetic
observatories dropped by 14 percent worldwide and by 33 percent J
for U.S.-sponsored stations. Since the Shea and Allen finding, the Air
Forcehasdiscontinueditsmid-latitudechainofgeomagneticobser-
vatories,and theU.S.GeologicalSurveyiscontemplatingclosingits
geomagneticobservatoriesatBarrow,Alaska,and Newport,Wash-
ington.Some solar-terrestrialenvironmentmonitoringstationshave
closed to make room for fewer, more efficient replacements. Others &
fell to pruning efforts that left the field healthy. But many clos-
ings have terminated useful measurement records and damaged the
ability of science and the space enterprise to benefit from long-term
solar-terrestrial data.
THE DATA OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
There is a discontinuity at the interface between the data gath-
ering and arch-_vingenterprises and the scientific user community.
The result is a less than optimal data resource establishment to
servetheneedsofsolar-terrestrialresearch.The presentWorldData _,
Centerswereestablishedas partof theIGV. Theirholdingsand
basicmanagementpolicyarebasedon theIGY precedent,namely,
to collectmid storealldata thatbear on the greatunknown--
the upper atmosphere and outer space. The meteorological roots !
of NOAA, which manages the U.S. operations in climatic, oceano-
graphic, and geophysical data, fortunately foster a policy of treating
solar-terrestrial phenomena like weather, which should be continu-
ously monitoredand archived.NOAA's NationalGeophysicalData _
t ,
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FIGURE 12 Relative change in the number of operational worldwide solar-
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sensors is given on the right side of the figure. (Reprinted, by permission, from
Shea and Al]ent 1985.)
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Center(NGDC) holdsan extraordinarilyvaluablesolar-terrestrial I
dataarchive,andprovidesindispensabledataproductsand services
tothesolar-terrestrialcommunity.Unfortunately,thereisatendency
to regardthecurrentsolar-terrestrialobservationsand monitoring
stationsto be fixedlikeatmosphericweatherelementsand moni-
toringstations.But solar-terrestrialsc enceiscomparativelyyoung.
The optimum combination of solar-terrestrial observations and data
gatheringstrategyisyettobedetermined.The needtodetermivethat
strategyisgreatestforlong-termsolar-terrestrialresearch,because
of its critical reliance on archived data. One of the highest _riority
tasks of therecommended standing adoisory body on long-term obser.
rations should be to review the ezisting data resource structures and
recommend how to optimize them for retrospective research.
THE DATA RECORD SUCCESSOR PROBLEM
At a time such as the present, when funds for research are scarce
at universities and government laboratories and in private industry,
it is difficult for individual institutions to set aside funds to support
l
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measurementprogramsthatarelikelyto bearfruitonlyon time
scalesofdecadesand longer.We believethatsome benefitmight
be derivedfrom public,broadrecognitionf thisneed,and one
oftherecommendationsofthisreportisa move inthatdirection.
Organizationfa specialsessionattheAmericanGeophysicalUnion
generalmeetingforthispurposewouldseem alsotobe a beneficial
move. Itistobe hopedthatsuchstepswillincreasethelikelihood
thatpolicy-makersinuniversity,government,and privateindustry
researchsectorswillrespondtothisneedby takingstepstogroom
key successorsand provideresourcesthatwillensurecontinuing,
ongoingsynopticobservationprograms.
At thesame time,itisunrealistictoexpectthatsucha policy
willinitselfbesufficienttosolvetheproblemofcontinui,gallthekey
databasesthatthesolar-terrestrialresearchcommunityreliesupon.
Qualifiedpersonneland facilitiesareavailableintheUnitedStates
tocarryoutsuchprogramsifthefinancialcommitments,whichmust
ultimatelycome outofresearchbudgetsatNSF, NASA, NOAA, and /
DOD, canbe made. The broadlyfeltneedforsuchdatabasesmust b
thenbe reflectedinpolicyat theseagenciesprimarilyresponsible b
forresearchsupportin solar-terrestrialresearch.Severalavenues
areavailablethatdo notseem to havebeen exploredso far.For
example,a precedentexistswithintheagenciessuchastheNSF for
relativelylong-termsupportcommitmentsto "multiuserfacilities." ,:
More systematicreviewandsupportproceduresforsuchfacilitiesare
currentlyunderconsiderationattheNSF. Itappearsthatsuchfacil-
ities(e.g.,NationalGeophysicalData CenteratNOAA or NCAR)
couldincludecenterschargedwithacquisitionandarchivingofsolar-
terrestrialsynopticdataformultiuserdissemination.Althoughsuch
commitmentswould certainlynot be open-ended,theymightbe
made fortimescalesoffourtofiveyearsthatcouldproveusefulin
attractingqualitypersonneltothistaskatuniversitiesorgcvernment
laboratoriesorinindustry.
A second possibility is for the agencies to support such synop-
tic data bases through contracts to private industry in those cases
in which universities or government laboratories are unable or un- "
willing to carry out work perceived by the solar-terrestrial research
community to be of broad importance. One mechanism that could
prove useful in this respect i3 the Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) program in which a fraction of all NSF, NOAA, NASA, and
DOD researchfundsissetasideforwork by smallbusinessesper-
formedon solicitedresearchtasksdefinedto be ofimportanceto
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these agencies. Continuous support rot approximately three years
at a time can be obtained in this manner. The advantage of this
approach is that support for these tasks, since it is set aside by law,
does not compete directly for university research grants within these
agencies.
A third option, which by no means obviates the previous two, is
an agreement by all funding agencies that a certain fixed percenta_
of each research and operational budget provide for data processiLs,
archiving, arid retrieval-oriented data bases under national and in-
ternational guidelines. This function would be subject to peer review
by the recommended standing committee.
CCMPATIBILITY PROBLEM
When existing long-term indices are upgraded or replaced, great
care must be taken to ensure that the new index can be clearly
related to the old over what is frequently a wide and heterogeneous
range of applications. For instance, the Ottawa 10.7-cm (F10._) flux
has been used worldwide since about 1947 as a general indicator
of magnetic activity, together with the Zurich runspot number, R_.
Empirical relations between Fl0._ a" _ satellite drag, for instance,
form the main basis of NASA predictions of spacecraft lifetime.
Any planned discontinuation of the Fio.7 measurements requires
at least a sevcral-year cross-calibration against the Air Force RSTN
network of microwave receivers, to ensure that such correlations can
be maintained. It would be desir_,ble over the long term to replace
the proxy microwave data ,¢ith continuous space measurements of
the varying UV, x-ray, and particle fluxes that are actually respon-
sible for changes in the upper atmosphere. However, it must be
recognized that no working physical model of the upper atmosphere
yet exists that could be used to calculate reliably the satellite drag
from observed variations in these primary fluxes. Until such a prac-
tical modelisdeveloped,a continuingneedwillexistfortheproxy
microwave data.
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Solar-Terrestrial Parameters and
Associated Measurements
!
f
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The panelpresentsinthischapterthecurrentunderstandingof _.
themajorsolar-terrestrialpar metersandassociatedstate-of-the-art
measurementcapabilitiesn ededoverthelongtermfora vitalpro-
gram ofsolar-terrestrialresearchand tosupportnationaloperational
solar-terrestrial forecasts and services. This chapter fulfills the ape- _.
cific charge to the panel insofar as the resources and time available r
permitted.
Since a major part of solar-terrestrial researcb is devoted to the
necessity of characterizing statistically and in terms of physical pro-
ceases the variable nature of the sun and the huge plasma bubble
formed by the solar wind streaming outward and encompassing the
earth, long-term observations demand significant portions of the to-
tal solar-terrestrial budget. Yet sufficient funding for new research,
forpreservingand makingeasilyaccessiblethedatarecordsresulting
fromcontinuingobservations,andfortechnologydevelopmentoim-
provethe state-of-the-art of measurement, analysis, and operational '
services, must be provided from any given budget.
The panel concludes that competition for funds for long-term
solar-terrestrial observational programs is an integral part of this
field of science; albeit that the multidecade time periods involved,
exceeding the useful life of many measurement systems, render this
problem more intractable than most. Therefore the panel has chosen
44
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to go beyond the presentation of a static list of high-priority measure-
ments needed today and to recommend that a standing committee
of independent scientists be established to review continuaJly the
priorities for long-term solar-terrestrial observations, provide quality
standards and peer review for the data records created, and provide
scientific guidelines for interagency, international cooperative observ-
ing programs through which long-term solar-terrestrial observat;.ons
are acquired. (Implementing Recommendation No. 1)
Within this framework, the following list of the major solar-
terrestrial parameters and associated state-of-the-art measurement
systems is presented as a near-optimal statement of currently known
needs, with recognition that the entire program cannot be funded
and maintained over long time periods. Indeed, long-term solar-
terrestrial observations will always require an interagency avd in-
ternational cooperative approach. Even then, a selection must be
made within the constraints of all the budgets involved, and with a
recognition of the independence of each budgetary agency to pursue
its primary mission, i
The panel discusses in Chapter 7 of this report the role of the
recommended standing committee for the ever-present priority deci-
sions that must be made each year to continue, change, or terminate
observational programs. The overriding thesis of this approach is
that the costs and rationale for long-term solar-terrestrial observa-
tions must be planned and presented up front by the solar-terrestrial
community, and accepted as an agency responsibility by participat- 1
ing agencies. It will take time for this policy to be implemented,
but the alternative is yearly pleading that sol._r-terrestrial science
requires special consideration to continua poorly planned and poorly
coordinated programs.
Major solar-terrestrial parameters are identified in a sequential
list below, numbered from 1 through 16, each of which is subsumed
under the appropriate link in the chain of cause and effect from the
sun to theearth.Thisoutline,itishoped,willmake clearerthe
listingofassoc_.atedstate-of-the-artmeasurementsthatf,)llow.
In the main body of thischapter,themajor solar-terrestrial _.
fieldsofstudy,i.e.,thesun,interplanetarymedium,magnetosphere,
and thermosphere-ionosphere,serveassectionhe_lings.Undereach
headingisa discussionfthescientificrationaleforthemajorpa-
rametersand criticalobservationsdesired.Thisisfollowedby sub-
ordinateparagraphs,oneforeachnumberedpart,meter,underwhich
themeasurementsystemsdesiredareidentified.
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THE SUN: PARAMETERS AND QUANTITIES
TO BE MEASURED
Scientific Rationale
Variations of the total _olar radiative output have now been
demonstrated at the level of up to a few tenths of a percent over all
time scales between minutes and years. There is new evidence for
a modulation synchronized with the activity cycle. One key set of
measurements that must be obtained from satellites is radiometry
of the total solar irradiance. Continuous daily measurements with
a precision at least equal to that now achieved are necessary to
track the rapid fluctuations and provide data sets from which the
slower changes can be studied, Independent measurement sets from
separate spacecraft, such as those obtained from the Nimbus-7 and
SMM data obtained concurrently since 1980, are absolutely necessary
to interpret the so!at cycle modulations at the 0.1 percent level. The f
amplitude of such trends and their phase relative to the solar cycle
are critical inputs to models of climate on time scales on the order of
a hundred years.
The radiometers flown typically have time constants of seconds.
These data should not be degraded in time resolution, since they are
also very useful in studies of possible secular variability of the five-
minute oscillation models. This information can yield results of great t.
value on slow structural changes in the solar interior that would help r
us to understand solar luminosity variations over climatologically
interesting time scales.
A second key set of satellite measurements involves spectropho-
tometry of the solar EUV and UV fluxes. Short-term fluctuations
at A _<0.25 _m are now reliably measured and have been shown to
correlate with the rotation and evolution of active regions to within
errors in the areas and photometric contrast of plages and network.
Measurements of the precision and time resolution obtained from
the ongoing SBUV experiment on Nimbus-7 need to be continued.
Monitoringofthe EUV belowLyman alpha,which has beendis- "
continuedsincethe lastAE measurementsin 1981,needsto be
reinstated.Both ofthesedatabasesareimportantfromthestand-
pointof understandingprocesseswithrelativelyshorttimescales
intheionosphere,thermosphere,mesosphere,and stratosphere.A
programoflessfrequentbut more precisemeasurementsto deter-
minetheslowsolarcyclevariationsintheEUV and UV needstobe
carriedoutby shuttleinstrumentssuchasSUSIM, sinceitisdifficult
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i topreservethecalibrationstabilityofUV photometerson satellites
[ foryears.The long-termprecisionfthesemeasurementsmust bein
the5 percentrange,and atleastonegoodsetofmeasurementsper
yearisrequired.
Full-discintegratedfluxesofhardandsoftx raysprovideoneof
thebasicdiagnostictoolsfortherecognitionfflares,theirimpor-
tanceclassification,and statistic__studiesofthephysicsinvolvedin,
e.g.,particleand plasmaacceleration.A continuousrecordofthese
fluxeswith1-sresolutionisrequired,asiscurrentlyobtainedfrom
theGOES satellite.
Full-disc imaging of the sun in soft x rays provides the most
effective method of tracking the evolution and rotation of coronal
holes and studying the magnetic structures in the low corona. One
good picture per day with spatial resolution of a few arc seconds is
sufficient. It would he desirable to obtain and archive pictures more
often (one per minute) during flares and filament eruptions, although
thepriorityisnotashigh. {
Studies of the evolution of the outer corona on time scales of _ i
hours, and the ejection of coronal transients, require monitoring of
the K-corona in white light from s satellite-borne coronograph, such
as the coronographs that have been flown on OSO-7, Skylab, P78-1,
and SMM. In the absence of coronal transients, only one picture per
day need be archived. Jt
A daily white light image of the photosphere is required to
provide the data to determine the sunspot number for studies of
solar rotation from spots as tracers, for studies of active region
influence on the total solar irradiance, and for statistical studies of
active region properties. The spatial resolution required is 1 to 2
are sec, obtainable with a small photoheliograph. The image scale
must be sufficient to identify the smallest spots, to calculate the spot
number, and to measure the umbral and penumbral areas of the
larger spots for the irradiance studies. Rotation studies require care
to avoid distortion in the optical system.
Full-disc H-alpha images provide the location of filaments and _.
prominences (mid the phenomenology of their eruptions) and also the
main observations to study the location and morphology of flaxes.
Spatial resolution of I to 2 arc sec is adequate and can be achieved on
a full-disc image with a.small, automatic photoheliograph used with
a hirefringent filter. Only one image per day needs to be archived
unless a flare or other eruption is under way.
Studies of the photospheric velocity field, in particular changes
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in the sun's differential rotation, will require daily full-disc Doppler
measurements at the spatial resolution used at Mt. Wilson, or at least
at the lower resolution used at Wilcox Solar Observatory. These mea-
surements are important for long-term studies of the relationships
between solar rotation and the magnetic activity cycle. Solar cycle
variability of the plasma Doppler rotation rate and the sunspot ro-
tation rate has been demonstrated over the past several sobr cycles.
The behavior of such solar cycle rotation variations could provide
important clues to the mechanisxn behind the magnetic solar cycle
and help predict its amplitude and phase. Shears in photospheric
velocity within active regions have been related to flare occurrence,
and a long-term data base is needed to study such a correlation.
A daily magnetogram with a few arc seconds spatial resolution
provides the basic information required to study the solar magnetic
field's morphology and polarity. From the photospheric data, har-
monic analyses are carried out for information on slow trends in the
global field, on its mapping into the corona, and on the evolution of
active regions. These data are central to studies of the flare mecha- I
nism and of the processes leading to liberation of magnetic energy in i
filament eruptions.
Twenty-four-hour full-disc coverage in swept frequency meter ._
waves and microwaves provides the most direct informatio_ on
plaszna waves in flares and on particle acceleration. Only data taken
duriv,g flares and eruptions need to be analyzed.
In the absence of reliable daily EUV and UV flux observations
over extended periods, the most directly useful information on the
variation of these fluxes still comes from continuous coverage at
10.7-cm (or 11 cm) microwaves. Daily average fluxes need to be
archived for this purpose. Progressively more use is being made
of empirical models to estimate the EUV and UV fluxes based on
the location, area, arid brightness of CaK plage regions. Such mod-
els require CaK filtergrams of spectroheliograrns on a daily basis.
These should be made with a few arc seconds spatial resolution and
sufficient image scale in order to compute area and coordinate mea- '
surements. Useful informatioz_ for this purpose also comes from daily
measurements of the full-disc integrated CaK and HeI 10830 line flux '
measurements, which provide a closer approximation to the variation
in the UV continuum and in the EUV Hel and HeII resonance lines
than does the 10.7-cm flux.
Until a reliable x-ray imager is placed in orbit, the only good
information on the location and evolution of coronal holes will be
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providedby spectroheliogrmusintheHeI 10830line(on thedisc)
_ndfromFeXIV 5303linecoronMobscrvations(atthelimb).
Long-Term Observations Needed
State-of-the-art measurement needs related to the sun are listed
below.
1. Total Solar Radiative Output
• Radiometry of the total solar irradiemce from satellites and
rockets requires daily monitoring and several good measurements
per year at a long-term reproducibility equal to or better than the
present precision achieved by ACRIM and ERB.
9 Solar Spectral Irradiance (especially, EUV and UV)
• Spectro-radiometry of the solar EUV and UV flux from
satellites and rockets. One good measurement per year at a long-
term reproducibility of 10 percent or better around 250 nm (e.g.,
SUSIM) and dally monitoring (e.g., Nimbus-7 SBUV).
Substitutionsarerequireduntilsatellitesystemsareoperational i
to measuresolarspec:ralirradiance.Thesearethemost critical
ground-based measurements. [
• Daily full-disc 10.7-cm radio flux, or equivalent microwave
fluxwell-calibratedotheFi0.7scale(e.g.,Ottawa).
• At least one good CaK full-disc image per day at a spatial |
resolution of a few arc seconds (e.g., Mr. Wilson, BBSO, NSO).
Full-disc integrated CaK and HeI flux measurement.
• At least one good white-light full-disc image per day at a
spatial resolution of a few arc seconds (e.g., Mt. Wilson, BBSO,
NSO). Also reduction to produce daily sunspot number.
3. Solar Particle Outpets
• Full-disc integrated x-ray flux monitor in hard and soft
x-rays with 1-s time resolution (e.g., GOES).
• At least one full-disc x-ray image per minute. Only one
image per day needs to be archived, except during eruptions (e.g.,
the x-ray imager currently planned by the National Oceanic and At- '_
mospheric Administration and the National Aeronautics and Space
Agency, with additional funding by the U.S. Air Force).
Substitutions are necessary to measure solar particle and fields
outputs until the satellite systems are operational. These ground-
based measurements are as follows:
5O
• One good HeI 10830 image per day at a few arc seconds
spatial resolution (e.g., NSO).
• One good FeXIV image per day at a few arc seconds spatial
resolution (e.g., NSO).
• At least one K-corona image per hour. Only one per day
needs to be archived, except during transient events (e.g., SMM).
• Full-disc H-alpha imaging at a spatial resolution of about
1 arc sec, with a repetition rate of 1 image per 10 s or better. On]y
one image per day need be archived unless a flare or other eruption
is under way (e.g., BBSO, NSO).
• Twenty-four-hour full-disc sweFt-frequency meter wave cov-
erage with a few seconds time resolution (e.g., Clark Lake).
4. Behat_or of Solar Magnetic Field and Solar Rotation
• At least one good magnetogram per day at better than
5-arc sec spatial resolution. Desirable also to have one at low spatial
resolution (e.g., NSO).
• Daily full-disc Doppler data at a spatial resolution of roughly /
I0arcsecorbetter(e.g.,Mr. Wilson).
THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM:
QUANTITIES TO BE MEASURED
Scientific Rationale
The solar-terrestrial system is in essence a huge bubble of plaswa
in the interstellar gas, with the sun near its center, and the earth some
distance away. This bubble is created by the radial supersonic outflow
of plasma (solar wind) from the sun and its interaction with the
interstellar medium that encloses it. The solar wind is a supersonic,
superalfvenic, strongly ionized flow that transports plasma, magnetic
field, angular momentum, and energy to the earth's magnetosphere,
and beyond, to the furthest reaches of the solar system, where its
momentum is balanced by the inward pressure of the interstellar gas,
magnetic field, and cosmic rays. Spacecraft traveling currently well "
beyond the orbit of the farthest planet still have not detected the
boundary of the wind.
Interplanetary parameters have been monitored in situ for two
solar activity cycles and one solar magnetic cycle. These measure-
ments document a two-decade actual history of the interplanetary
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medium. The coverage of some parameters was minimal. Even
in the best cases, the coverage shows frequent, often large gaps.
Nonetheless, these measurements solidly inaugurate an important
long-term data record. For the monitored cycles, the basic solar
cycle variations and intercycle differences of many interplanetary
parameters have been determined. Their statistical characteristics
and intercorrelationshave been studied. The essentialstructure !
and therange ofvariabilityofsolarwind streams,flare-drivenblast
waves,and coronalmass ejectionsare becoming known, as are the
propertiesofsolarwind discontinuities,waves,and turbulence.The
data setisa resourcethat isstillbeing extensivelymined. Ithas
been and continuestohr._ndislrensabletocoordinateddata analysis
effortsaimed atconstructinglobalpicturesofhow solar-terrestrial
parameters are linked.
For the following reasons, it is important to continue in situ inter- !
planetary monitoring. Although solar cycles follow long-term trends,
one cyclediffersmarkedly from thenext;withincertainconstraints, fi
each unfolds a unique history of the locations, timing, and strengths
of the signatures of solar activity. Thus long-term solar-terrestrial
research is inherently an historical science. Continuous monitoring _
is needed to document this history.
Because all interplanetary linkages were not monitored over the
two decades of in situ measurements and because the coverage for
all parameters was incomplete, the sol_ cycle variations of impor-
tant elements of the interplanetary medium have not been estab-
lished. Further, while the gross characteristics of solar wind streams
and transients have been determined, much remains to be learned
through accumulating additional observations that present these fea-
tures in a wider range of sizes, intensities, orientations, and intercept
paths to survey their three-dimensional structures. Thus, continued
monitoring is needed to establish and verify the solar cycle depen-
dences of the interplanetary solar-terrestrial links and to characterize
adequately the norm and the range of the structures that solar wind
streams and transients present.
Intercycle differences cannot be distinguished from a 22-year so-
lar magnetic cycle variation until another solar magnetic cycle is
sampled. Further, to det.ermine the secular variation of the solar-
terrestrial links requires continuous data over many cycles. Con-
tinued monitoring is needed to establish the intercycle, the solar
magnetic cycle, and the secular variations of the interplanetary solar_
terrestrial links.
!
J
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The solarwindistheprimarymotiveforceforvirtuallyallmag-
netosphericprocesses.Synopticstudiesofmagnetosphericdynamics
must thereforehaveavailablesolarwind measurements.Changesin
solarwind parametersprecedechangesinmagnetosphericbehavior.
Hence,magnetosphericspaceweatherforecastsneedcontinuouso-
larwind measurements.Continuousmovitoringisneededtoprovide
continuoussolarwinddataforongoingmagnetosphericresearchand
spaceoperations.
The interplanetarysolar-terrestriallinksincludetheprocesses
at thesun thatgeneratethesolarwind,thesolarwind itself,and
theprocessesattheinterfacewiththeearth'smagnetosphere.They
carrymany variablesolarinputs,suchas energeticparticlesand
shockwaves,fromthesun totheearthand formcentralinksinthe
chainofcauseand effectconnectingthesuntotheearth.
Thereforethe long-termobservationsof the interplanetary
medium criticalto the studyof solar-terrestrialrelationsconsist
ofmeasurementsofthoseparametersthatcarryinformationabout
variabilityofenergyandmomentum fluxfromthesuntotheearth, (
and thoseadditionalmeasurementsthatenableus to understand iJm
betterthepropagationofthesevariations.Hence,from thispoint _|
ofview,themost importantprimaryphysicalparametersmust be
thosethatcharacterizethelocalstructureofthesolarwind.
Lcmg-Term Observations Needed t
!State-of-the-art measurements discussed for the interplanetary
medium are listed below.
5. Average Mass Fluz, Flow Velocity, Density, Ram Pressure,
Pressure, Temperature, and Heat Fluz for Dominant Species (Protons,
Helium Nuclei, Electrons), and Composition
• Plasma detectors to measure local values of the mass flux,
flow velocity, density, composition, and temperatures at a temporal
resolutionfatleastonemeasurementper5 min.
• Measurementofturbulenceparameters,on an hourlybasis,
to determine effects on momentum and energy flux. _'
• Radio measurements of interplanetary scintillations, space-
craft tracking, radio bursts to provide average velocity and turbu-
lence measurements integrated along the line of sight, and some
remotemagnetic-fieldan densitydata.The firsttwoofthesecanbe
carried out inexpensively from the ground. Systematic measurements i
with daily averages reported would be most useful.
Q I tl, ' . #
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• Geomagnetic indices as, Kp, AE, and Dst should be main-
tained as a high priority, providing important proxy determinations
of various solar wind parameters from ground-based measurements.
• Neutron monitor and muon detector observations of cosmic
ray variations (solar cycle modulation and Forbush decreases) pro-
vide ground-based information on changes in solar wind conditions,
such as the level of turbulence and the presence of shock waves.
Such data now extend continuously over several solar cycles. For
these reasons, the major ground-based neutron monitors and muon
detectors should be maintained.
6. Magnetic Field Vector
• Direct spacecraft measurements of the magnetic field vector
at the same time resolution as for the plasma data--every 5 rain.
• Radio monitoring to record radio bursts caused by energetic
electrons propagating along the interplanetary magnetic field. These
data, although sporadic, can provide a remote tracer of the geometry
of the field.
• Ground-based magnetometer observations every hour at a
high-latitude magnetic observatory. (The Svalgaard-Mansurov effect
in earth-based magnetometer records provides a continuous, reliable
determination of the polarity of the IMF sector structure. To resolve
multiple crossings of the heliospheric current sheet for long-term
studies, the polarity should be provided every hour.) t
!
7. Erie _etic-Particle Spectrum, Composition, and Anisotropies
• Direct spacecraft measurements of the energy spectrum,
composition, and anisotropies of energetic particles (cosmic rays)
beyond the influence of the earth. Current detectors are generally
limited to energies below about 300 MeV. Lower-energy data should
_ be made syllable on av hourly basis. At higher energies, where
counting rates may be a limitation, the time resolution should be at
least once per solar rotation.
• Neutron monitor measurements of cosmic rays up to 60 GeV. '
The technique uses the earth as a spinning spacecraft for which the '"
earth's magnetic field acts as a built-in magnetic analyzer. This i
use of neutron monitors adds to the reasons for maintaining them.
Underground neutron detectors can extend the energy range beyond
that of neutron monitors and should be maintained.
• Riometers, an inexpensive, ground-based system, measuring :_
the intensity of low-energy particles emitted by the sun.
i!
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THE MAGNETOSPHERE: QUANTITIES TO BE MEASURED
Scientific Rattenale
Observations pertaining to the magnetosphere have been made
for many decades through the use of global ground-based magne-
tometer networks. In some cases, these ground-based data have been
used to construct families of global indices represented by aa, Kp,
Ap, and Dst. More recently, the AE family of indices has been
developed as a measure of auroral zone electrojet current systems.
These ground-ba_ed indices represent proxy information indicating
the configuration and state of the magnetosphere. Ground mag-
netometers also provide the long-term record used to monitor the
secular variation of the earth's internally generated magnetic field.
For the purposes of long-term solar-terrestrial research, it is im-
portant to continue to provide the magnetic indices and to track
the secular variation. This entails keeping in operation a sufficiently
dense and properly distributed network of ground magnetic obser-
vatories. High priority should be given to maintaining the magnetic ij
indices for the following reasons. I
Magnetic indices are the barometers of solar-terrestrial weather. f
Theirrecordsdocumenttheuniquehistoryofthestormsand calms
inthe earth'solar-terrestrialenvironmentin thesame way that
WeatherBureaurecordsdocumentthehistoryofblizzards,floods,
and droughtsthataffecttheUnitedStates. i
The recordspermitknowingthestateofthesolar-terrestrialen-
vironmentat any giventime,forexample,knowingifa magnetic
stormor substormisin progress,and ifso,the stageof itslife
cycle.Suchinformationisindispensableforrelatingindividualmag-
netosphericmeasurements,whichar._.necessarilylocal,totheglobal
magnetosphericstate.
The recordsenablecomparingstatesofthesolar-terrestrialenvi-
ronmentatdifferenttimes.Thiscapabilityiswidelyusedtobindata
taken at different times and places in the magnetosphere into groups ,,
belonging to a particular magnetospheric state, thereby letting re-
searchers accumulate enough data to assemble a global montage for ',
that state. Thus, monitoring the state of the magnetosphere by
means of the magnetic indices permits a statistical approach to com-
prehensive synoptic studies. This is apt to be the only practical way
to obtain such information for the foreseeable future.
The magnetic records from which the indices are compiled are
themselves immensely valuable. The spatial and temporal details
1989011534-065
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thatarelostintheindicesareneededforstudiesofmany impor-
tantphenomena,among them, suddencommencements,impulses,
and micropulsations.Thesemagneticrecordshouldbe storedalong
withothergroundmagnetometerdatato givesufficientarealcov-
erageto permitlong-termstudiesof the secularvariationof the
geomagneticfield.The geomagneticsecularvariationisimportant
to solar-terrestrialresearchbecausetheinternalfieldhas already
changedenoughduringthespaceerato have cavseda measured
alterationi thepopulationofenergeticparticlesthatisineffect
attachedtothefield.Further,monitoringthesecularvariationgives
insightsintotheglobaln_tureofthemuch largerexcursionsthatare
known fromproxydatatohaveoccurredinthepast.To discussthe
solar-terrestrialenvironmenthatprevailedwhen thegeomagnetic
fieldwasmuch differentthannow requiresgoodglobalmodelsofthe
fieldforsuchtimes.
Overthelasthreedecades,earth-orbitingspacecrafthavemade
direct in situ measurements of the magnetic field, electric currents,
plasmacompositinnanddistributionfu ctions,andenergeticparticle i/!!
fluxes in the magnetosphere. It is important to monitor and &chive tJ !
in situ magnetospheric measurements for the following reasons.
Whereas, in principle, the sun and the solar wind can be mon-
itored continuouslyfrom a singlespaceplatform,to monitorthe
magnetosphere continuously would require a network of satellites, ii
Thisisimpractical.Insteadresearchershaveadopteda statistical
approachtodeterminehow themagnetospherechangesintime.One _
assumesthataparticularmagnetosphericstatecorrespondstoapar-
ticularvalueofmagnetospherica tivityindex,suchasKp. Then a
timelineofKp can bereadasa timelineofmagiletosphericstates.
The statesarefoundby accumulatinginsitumagnetosphericdata
from asmany spacecraftaspossibleforaslonga timeaspossible,
untila magnetosphericmontagecan be constructedforeachindex
value.Underthisheading,we includealsothepolar-orbitingsatel-
liteswhose measurements, when combined statistically, map polar
cap and auroral zone phenomena. The most recent magnetospheric
and high-latitude montages (e.g., the Tsyganenko-Usmanov mag- _,
netic field model, polar cap convection models, and high-latitude
field-aligned current models) are proving to be powerful tools for in-
vestigating magnetospheric dynamics and magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling. There is still enormous room for improvement in spatial
coverage and accuracy, especially for the infrequent index values, and
there is still a need to build montages based on other activity indices
' J t
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•nd othermagnetosphericparameters.Theseyet-to-be-constructed,
J-oreaccurate,andmorecomprehensivemontagesdependon contin-
nedmonitoringand archivingofmagnetosphericparameters.Con-
structingthesemontagesandextractingtheinformationtheycontain
arecertaintoleadtoimportantadvancesinmagnetospherics ience.
Whileitistruethata fixedactivityleveldeterminesa fixed
magnetosphericstate,thisconceptdoesnotadequatelyaccountfor
themagnetosphere'sinherentime-dependentphenomena.To study
theserequiresanotherstrategy,whichalsorelieson long-termoni-
toringand archivingofinsitumagnetosphericdata.The basicways
inwhich themagnetospheremanifeststime-dependentbehavior--
storms,substorms,convectionbays,transpolararcsminvolvemajor
refiguringofits hapeand restructuringofitsfeatures.Understand-
ingthese ventsentailsmappingthechangesinthemagnetosphere's
shape and structureas the eventspassthroughtheirlifecycles.
Eventsofany one typedifferwidelyinduration,intensity,extent,
location, structure, and shape. Thus a atatistical approach to a ayn-
optic study of the life cycle of any of the classes of magnetospheric
events cannot yield a sharp imao_eof the phenomenon and, perhaps, /
cannotevenresolveoneclassofeventfrom another.Further,while I,
a magnetosphericeventrunsitscourse,itengagesa much larger
portionofthemagnetospherethan a singlespacecraftcan survey.
Itfollowsthatsynopticstudiesoftime-dependentmagnetospheric
phenomenarequiresinmltaneousmultispacecraftobservations.Such i
studies are now being carried out in the CDAW and PROMIS co-
ordinated data analysis approach to global synoptic studies of mag-
netospheric events. This is possible only if magnetospheric data are
monitored and archived to build an adequate data base for event
selection. The more comprehensively and continuously the responsi-
ble agencies carry out magnetospheric monitoring and archiving, the
likelier it will he that these programs will succeed.
To record long-term changes in magnetospheric size, shape,
structure, composition, and time-dependent processes requires con-
tinuous in situ monitoring and archiving. Chapter 5 of this report
documents a significant multiyear trend in the abundance of ions in
themagnetosphereofatmosphericorigin.Suchchangesmay result _.
fromlong-termalterationsofthemagnetosphere'sboundarycondi-
tions,thatis,intheprevailingstateor inthedynamicalcharacter
ofthesolarwind oroftheatmosphereand ionosphere.Long-term
alterationsi themagnetosphere'sboundaryconditionsmay,inturn,
resultfrom thechangesintheprevailinglevelsorinthedynamical
%!
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characterofthesun'selectromagneticand particleoutputsasitun-
dergoesitsactivityand magneticcycleswithslowlyincreasingand
thendecreasingamphtudes.The recentlydiscoveredvariablemag-
netospheric,_nergeticelectronsshouldbe continuouslymonitored,
becausetheirpeakfluxescanimportantlymodifyupperatmospheric
chemistry.Itisalsoimportant ocarryoutlong-terminsitumag-
netosphericmonitoringand archivingto learnhow magnetospheric
structure,particlepopulations,and behaviorespondtothesecular
variationfthegeomagneticfield.
Fortheforeseeablefuture,ourunderstandingofmagnetospheric
structureand dynamicsmust be piecedtogetherby combiningin
situsatellitedataand ground-baseddata.As notedabove,because
ground-basedgeomagneticactivityindicesextendcontinuouslyfrom
beforethespaceagethroughtheearlyspaceagetothepresent,they
havegreatimportanceto long-termsolar-terrestriairesearch.The
existenceoftheserecordsalsoincreasestheimportanceofcontinuous
insitumagnetosphericmonitoringandarchiving,becausecomparing
and correlatingspace-baseddatacan leadtoa more thf,roughand /
properphysicalinterpretationofspatialconditionsthatcorrespond _:
tothelevelandchmagesingeomagneticindiceson theground.Such I
improvedunderstandinggreatlyincreasesthevalueofglobalindices
and offersthepossibilityofinferringa continuousrecordofmagne-
tosphericconfigurationsemd dynamicsextendingbackwardintime,
insome casesformany decades.
Itisimportant o monitorand archiveinsitumagnetospheric _.
data to document in the magnetosphericparametersthe history
ofsolar-terrestrialeveut.s.As a discipliner sponsibleforthi_sub-
jectmatter,solar-terrestrialsc enceshouldbe abletoanswerques-
tionslike:UWhat didthemagnetospheredo duringthegreatso;_r-
terrestrialeventsofAugust19727"and "How didthemagnetosphere
respondtothemonstersolarwindstreamsof1974?"Suchquestions
ariseininvestigationsi magnetosphericphysicsitselfand inin-
terdisciplinarywork. To optimizedatacoverageofunpredictable
occurrencesofhistoricalsignificance,among whicharetheextreme
event,theclassicalevent,theunusualevent,thebizarrevent,the
perfect event, and the rare event, magnetospheric monitoring should '
be carriedoutascomprehensivelyand continuouslyaspossible.
Inadditiontomonitoringand archlvingthebasicparticle,field,
and remotesensingdata,some specificmagnetosphericparameters
shouldbe extractedfromthesedataand archivedand disaeminated.
Ina loosesense,extractedmagnetosphericparametersrelatetobasic
,I
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magnetospheric data the way geomagnetic indices relate to basic
geomagnetic field measurements.
As the buffer between the solar wind and the ionosphere-atmo- :_
sphere system, the magnetosphere processes and then transmits or _ii!
redeposits the fluxes of mass, momentum, and energy that it receives _._
from both side. The mere size of this processing and distributing
1
unit is an important and variable parameter that should be mon-
itored by noting where and when any spacecraft crosses the bow
shock, the magnetopause, or the plasmapanse. Using standard mod-
els, data product agencies can present the information in the form of ::_
equivalent subsolar distances. The locations of these major magne-
tospheric boundaries normally change gradually under the influence
of solar wind dynamic pressure changes. The magnetosphere can
also compress abruptly when an interplanetary shock wave passes,
and inflate in a few hours when the ring current builds to a mag-
neCc storm. Relying on crossings of opportunity for information
on boundary positions, which is the only practicM method, limits /
sample frequency to the order of one per day or less. i
The size of the polar cap, i.e., the region defined by "open," non- L_
conjugate magnetic field lines, is an important global magnetospheric
parameter. With image processing algorithms, its radius can be de- •
termined from satellite imagery such as provided by the Defense Me-
teorological Satellite Program (DMSP). The DMSP satellites, with
orbitalperiodsofI00;nin,aretobe continuouslyinplaceintothe _
indefinitefuture.Thus every50 min a givenDMSP spacecraftwill r
passoveronepoleortheotherandgivedataonpolarcapsize,shape,
and position.
A majorconcernofmagnetosphericphysicsistheenergyinput
ratefrom thesolarwind. The totalmagnetosphericenergyinput
ratecan be determinedintheformof5-minaveragesfrom an up-
streamsolarwindmonitor.Althoughthereiscontroversyaboutthe
"best"compositesolarwind parametertocharacterizesolarwind-
magnetospherecoupling,thereisgeneralagreement hatthemain
parametersinvolvedarethesolarwind speedand theIMF strength
anddirection.The solarwindram pressure(pV2)alsoaffectsheen-
ergyinputrate.A standardenergyinputindexshouldbe published
iuthesame way asthegeomagneticindices,uchasAE and Dst.
Sinceenergydissipationprocessescan be relatedto AE and Dst,
an energyinputindexwouldenableresearcherstoperforma vari-
etyofenergybudgetstudiesofinteresttolong-termsolar-terrestrial
science.
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The plasma and energetic particle distribution functions
throughout the magnetospheric system must be determined in or-
der to know and understand the system and its interactions with the
solarwind and ionosphere.Thisisanotherinstanceinwhich contin-
i:": uous long-termmonitoringand archivingof insitudata are neededtobuildglobalmontages and tomonitorchangesintime.Data from
._ synchronous-orbitsatellitesand low-altitudepolar-orbitingsatellites
would be especiallyuseful.In additionto bulk energeticparticle
: and plasma measurements, informationon compositioniscrucial.Recentexperiencehasdemonstratedimportantlong-termchangesin
i_ ion composition. To determine where magnetospheric ions originate
and to understand the nature of the magnetospheric acceleration
: processesthatproduce energeticparticles,the ion mass and charge
statecompositionsneed to be determined.As a minimum, plasma
instrumentsshouldseparateH+, He+, He++, O +, O ++, and O +"
(n > 3). Energeticparticlesensorsshouldat leastseparatemasses
H, He,CNO, and heavies;ifpoesible,energeticparticlesensorsshould
alsodeterminechargeaswellasmass.
/
Lang-Term ObservationsNeeded iI.
State-of-the-artmeasurement needsarepresentedbelow.
8. Global Magnetoepheric Scale and Str cture
• Solarwind dynamic pressureand composition (H/He) at
5-min resolution. J
• IMF strength and direction at 5-min resolution.
• Continuousparticleand field_tafrom polar-orbitingsatel- !
litesand magnetosphericmonitoringsatellitesto build magneto-
sphericand high-latitudestatisticalmontages.
• Dst indexderivedfromoptimalmid-latitudeground magne-
tometerstations(individualrecordsalsoimportant).
• Auroral images showing polar cap size and shape, as oppor-
tunity provides, but with an expectation of 50-min resolution.
• Direct bow shock, magnetopause, and plasmapause detec-
tion by spacecraft in elliptical orbits, as opportunity provides.
9. Main Magnetosphcric Current Systems
• Magnetopanse (Chapmav.-Ferraro) current strength and po-
sition.
• Ring current strength from Dst.
Q Ring current asymmetry parameter obtained by spatial
Fourier analysis of input data for Dst (Dst -- Do, asymmetry - D1).
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We proposethisasa new standardindextomonitorthestrengthof
thehigh-latitudefi ld-alignedcurrents.
• BirkelandRegionIand IIcurrentsystemsfromauroralmag-
netometerand polar-orbitingspacecraft.
• Cross-tailcurrentand t_il-fieldstrength,Bt,usinggeosta-
tionaryand near-taile lipticalorbitspacecraft,asopportunitypro-
videe.
10. Electric Fields Asooclate_] udth Main Current Systems
* Solar wind flow speed, density, and vector magnetic field
from a near-earth monitor (e.g., SOHO and WIND).
• The high-latitude electric field measured by low-altitude
polar-orbiting satellites.
• The AE family of geomagnetic indices as a rough measure
of the high-latitude electrical potential.
• High-latitude geomagnetic data from a network of magne-
tometers sufficiently dense to permit inferring the high-latitude po-
tential distribution from the pattern and amplitude of magnetic
perturbations (5-rain resolution).
. Distribution functions of precipitating particles measured (
fromlow-altitudepolar-orbitingsatellitesoacquirestatisticalinfor- _
marion on the parallel electric field.
11. Magnetospherie Energy and Mass _fansport
12. Magnetospheric Particle Populations
• Solar wind parameters as specified in item 8 above from a
near-earthmonitor(e.g.,SOHO and WIND). __
• A standardizedsolarwindenergyinputindex. r
• Solar,plan_;tary,and gMacticenergeticparticlefluxesas
partofthedatareturnedfrom plannedinterplanetarymonitoring
spacecraft.
* Ionosphericmass influxratefromlow-altitude,polar-orbit-
ingspacecrafttotheextentpractical.
• IonosphericJouleheatingrateas inferredfrom AE and
wherepossiblefromspacebornemagneticrecords.
• Auroralparticleprecipitationenergyfluxasinferredfrom
AE.
• Auroralparticleprecipitationenergyfluxmeasuredby auro-
ralx-rayimagersand polar-orbitingp!asmasensors,asopportunity
provides.
• Ring currentplasmaenergyinjectionrateasinferredfrom
therateofchangeofDst
1.qR.ql31 1K/l_n7 t
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• Particle measurements by geostationary satellites, as avail-
able.
• Tail energy storage as inferred from polar cap size as mea-
sured by imaging from polar-orbiting satellites.
• Magnetospheric particle composition as determined by mag-
netospheric monitoring satel]ites, especially from synchronous orbit,
as available.
THE THERMOSPHERE-IONOSPHERE:
QUANTITIES TO BE MEASURED
Scientific Rattcmale
The thermosphere is that rarefied portion of our atmosphere
lying between 80 and 500 km above the earth's surface, where the
temperature increases dramatically with altitude. Solar electromag-
netic energy in the ultraviolet at wavelengths shorter than 200 nm
strongly interacts with the gases in the thermosphere to establish
its basic chemical, thermal, and dynamic structure. Variations in {
thesolarUV radiationintroducevariationsinthestructureofthe ,j
thermosphereon timescalesthatarelessthana day,causingthe
atmospheretoexpandand contractwithchangingsolarUV output. !l
Largeamountsofsolarwind energyalsoaredepositedinthe
high-latituderegionsofthethermospherethroughauroralprocesses.
Thisenergysometimeslocallyexceedsthe absorbedsolarelectro-
magneticenergy. PAs a result,thethermosphereisa dynamicallyactiveregion,
withlargevariationsaboutitsglobalmean statecausedby varia-
tionsinbothsolarultravioletradiationandsolarwind plasma.The
thermosphereisalsosubjectoforcingsfrombelowintheformofup-
ward propagatingtides,gravitywaves,and otherdisturbancesfrom
+:_emiddleatmosphere.
Embedded withinthe thermosphere,the ionosphereismain-
tained primarily by the absorption of solar EUV radiation. The _m
charged particles that make up the ionosphere are strongly influ-
enced by electric and magnetic fields. These fields, in turn, are "_
affected by the distributions and motions of the charged particles.
Mutual neutral gas/plasma interactions affect the overall structure of
both the ionosphere and the thermosphere, and there is an important
need to consider them as a mutually interacting system.
There is no individual index that can characterize the state of
the thermosphere and ionosphere. Instead global measurements of
• :, ,
r
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thecoupledfluidsystemareneededtodescribethecirculation,tem-
perature,and compositionalstructureof theregions.Additional
measurementsareneededtodescribetheenergetics,suchasinfrared
emissionsthatactto coolthethermosphereand airglowemissions
thatcharacterizetheatomicand molecularprocessesthatoccurlo-
cally.The thermosphereand ionospheretogetherchangeinresponse
to changesin the solarx-ray,EUV and UV spectralirradiance,
and geomagneticstormsand substorrns.Sincetherearelong-term
changesinsolarx-ray,and EUV and UV radiation,t-._eproperties
ofthethermosphereand ionospherearealsoexpectedtodiffer.Itis
a goaloflong-termsolar-terrestrialresearchtocharacterizeandun-
derstandthesethermosphericchangesand torelatethesetovarious
solar-terrestriallinkages.
Lang-Term Observations Needed
State-of-the-art measurement needs are listed below, i/
13. Solar and Auroral Energy, Momentum, Mass, and Charge
Transfer into the Thermosphere and Ionosphere ,_
* Full-diskolarx-ray,EUV, and UV spectralirradiancem a-
surements,between1 < A < 250nm, areneeded.
• Solarwindmeasurementsofdensity,velocity,and magnetic
field vector are needed for determining energy and momentum inputs
into the earth's magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere. r
• Distributions of solar energetic particles bombarding the
earth's ionosphere, thermosphere, middle and lower atmosphere (e.g.,
solar protons and galactic cosmic rays), and their time variations,
are needed.
• Auroral particle energy spectra are needed to determine
ion and chemical production rates, energy inputs (including the en-
ergy distribution function of auroral electrons and protons), and
theirspatialand temporalevolution.Globaland regionalauroral
spectralimagesareimportantforobtainingtheglobalenergyinput
and thespatialand temporalvariations.Estimatesofglobalauro-
ra[powerinputs,determinedfromparticlemeasurementsonboard
NOAA satellites,providean importantglobalindex.
• Measurementsofauroraltype,frequency,location,andtem-
poralandspectralvariationsareimportantfordeterminingthechar-
acter:_ticsofthecolumnarenergyinputprocesses.
• Measurementsofelectricand magneticfieldsarenecessary
todeterminenergyand momentum inputsintotheionosphereand
4................
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thermosphereand theglobalionosphericcurrentand electricfield
.!
distributions.
14. Global Circtdation, Temperature, and Compositional Struc-
ture of the Thermosphere and Its Response to Solar and Auroral
Variability
15. Ionospheric Plasma: Global Circulation, Tempe.'ature, Corn- :_
position, Distribution of Currents and Fields, Response to Solar and
Auroral Variability
• Satellite and ground-based measurements of temperature,
composition, and winds are required to derive the global structure
of the thermosphere and its response to solar and auroral variability.
An important thermospheric index is the global mean exospheric
temperature obtained by averaging measurements of the global dis-
tribution of exoepheric temperature.
Global measurements of temperature and composition have been
used to construct global empirical models. These models describe the
thermospheric response to variations in various solar and auroral in-
dices(e.g.,solar10.7-cmradiation,Ap).Thereisno corresponding _!/'
empiricalmodeltodescribewindsatthepresentime.The empirical t_
modelshavewideuseforpredictionfsatellitedragandinprovidingbackgroundpropertiesforothergeophysicalstudies.Itisimportant
toobtain ew measurementstobetterdefinethethermosphericre-
sponseduringdifferentsolaractivityand magneticactivitycycles
and todefinelong-termtrendsand variability. I
• Satelliteand ground-basedmeasurementsof ionospheric
plasmaparameters,suchaselectronand ionnumber density,elec-
tronand iontemperature,lectricfieldsandcurrents,and magnetic
fieldvariations,areneededtodeterminetheglobalstructureofthe
ionosphereand itsresponsetosolarand auroralvariability.
• Ionosphericindices,suchas totalelectroncontent,TEC;
criticalradiowavefrequencyoftheionosphericFa layer,FoF2; and
heightoftheFa layer,hm,havebeenusefulindescribingionospheric
variability over a solar cycle, the response to solar flares, sector
boundary crossings, and other solar forcings.
• Incoherentscatterradarand ionosondesprovideimportant '.
informationon thedy._amicspropertiesoftheionosphere,thermo-
sphere,and magnetosphereinteractions.Ionosphericdatahavebeen
usedtoconstructempiricalmodels,suchastheInternationalIono-
sphereReferencemodel,thatareusefulinprescribingglobaliono-
sphericpropertiesforcommunicationtransmissionsand geophysical
._,i. , !
t ,,
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studies.Thereisan importantneedtoprovidenew dataforthese !
modelsto describebetterthe long-termchanges(e.g.,intercycle i
differences)inionosphericproperties.
• Opticalphotometry,spectroscopy,and interferometryin
emissionand absorptionareimportanttechniquesfordetermining
atomic,chemical,radiative,and energeticprocessesthatareop-
eratingin the thermosphere,ionosphere,middleatmosphere,and
exosphere.
• MeasurementsofDopplerbroadeningand linepositionsof
certainairglowfeatureshavealsoprovidedimportantdynamicinfor-
mationsuchastemperatureandwinds.
• Individualstationmeasurementsand globalcampaignstud-
ies,suchas CEDAR (Coupling,Energetics,and DynamicsofAt-
mosphericRegions),provideimportantinformationon determining
thebasicstateofthethermosphereand ionosphereand itsresponse
tosolarand auroralactivity.Long-termmeasurementsareneeded
todefineintercycledifferencesofsolaractivityand secularchanges.
Theseairglowmeasurementsalsoprovideimportantinformationon {
thechemistryoftheupperatmosphere. _,
16. Interfaces (Energy, Momentum, Mass, Charge Transfer) Be-
tween Magnetosphere, Thermosphere, Ionosphere, and Middle Atmo-
sphere
• Measurements of the global circulation, temperature, and
composition of the middle atmosphere are needed to determine the
responseofthisregiontosolarvariability.They arealsoneededto
definethecharacteristicsofdisturbances,suchastidesand gravity [
waves,thatoriginateinthemiddleatmospherebutpropagateupward
and affecthethermosphereand ionospheredirectly,and through
dynamo actionthemagnetosphere.
• Galacticosmicraymeasurements-neutrona dothermore
energeticmonitors-provideinformationon atmosphericionization
ratesthathavean importanteffecton electricalonductivityvaria-
tionsinthetroposphereand middleatmosphere.Thisinformation
is also important for studies on global atmospheric electricity.
• Measurements of the vertical earth-ionosphere potential dif-
ference are needed to determine the extent of the coupling of solar-
terrestrial electrical disturbances into the global electric circuit.
Coordinated Planning for Long-Term
Solar-Terrestrial Observations
Overthepasttwodecades,theintroductionofsatellite-basedob- f
serving systems, providing in situ measurements with high precision ; !i
and resolution, has brought about a quantum increase In understand-
ing of the solar-terrestrial processes. Building on new knowledge, new
ground-based observations have also been implemented to move the
field toward the goal of optimum data gathering networks. There is a
consensus that when the same quantities are being measured, solar- _
terrestrial observations from space platforms are superior to proxy
data in terms of accuracy, resolution, and representativeness. Many
observations can only be made from space platforms, for example,
x-ray solar images and most solar wind parameters. However, be-
cause it is unlikely that sufficient satellite observing systems can be
supported for continuous global characterization of the variability of
thesolar-terrestrialsystem,certainground-basedobservationswill
be neededindefinitely,forexample,geomagneticindicesand mag-
neticrecordsfromobservatorynetworksthatmap globalionospheric
currents.Furthermore,itisnotyetpossibleto determinetheop-
timum mix ofspaceand ground-basedobservations.Nor has the
optimum configuration of observing networks been systematically ""
studied.
The panel concludes that sa*_elliteand ground-based observing
systems will continue to be added to the data gathering networks
and in some cases will supersede older systems. This is essential
65
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to the continuedvitalityand qualityofsolar-terrestrialresearch.
We anticipatehattheprocessofphasinginand outand replacing
ground-basedobservations,whichhasalreadybegun,willcontinue
duringthenexttwo tothreedecades.To struggleunderdecreased
budgetstomaintainreliablebuttechnologicallyinferiorp oxydata
recordsistogo againsthistrend.Instead,exercisingjudgmentand
step-by-stepdecisionmakingon replacingexistingdatarecordswith
technicallysuperiordatawouldfacilitateth transitionprocessand
uselimitedresourceswisely.Coordinatedlong-termplanning,taking
intoaccountobservationalneeds,plansfornew spaceand ground-
basedobservations,and thecomparativevalueofexistingsystems,
isneeded,ratherthana singlestaticlistingofcurrentdatarecords.
Underthesecircumstancesand anticipatedtrends,an appropri-
atepolicycouldbe one thatprovidesa means to plan,ina timely
fashion,forestablishingthevitalnew satelliteand ground-basedob- i
servationsthatshouldbe supportedowr thelongterm,therebyin _
some casespermittinga plannedphase-outofolderdirectorproxy !!
observations.
Such a policywouldrequirea standingcommitteeofscientists /
from thesolar-terrestrialand relatedfields--possiblytheCommit- ii
teeon Solar-TerrestrialResearch--withad hoc panelsasnecessary, _
together with agency representatives, to develop timely long-range _
transition plans to establish viable new solar-terrestrial observing
systems, such as the solar x-ray imager, for long-term operations.
The committeewould haveequalresponsibilityfordesigningdata it
gatheringstrategies,networkoptimization,and data acquisition,
processing,archiving,and accessibilityplanning.Based on these
plans,decisionscouldbe made on a reasonablephasinginand out
oftechnologicallysuperiorand inferiorproxyobservations,oron
planstoimproveorconsolidateobservationswherenew understand-
ingortechnologymakesthisdesirable.
The panelhasrecommendedthatsuchan interagencyommittee
beestablishedand institutionalizedwithintheinternationalscientific
organizationsassoonaspossible.
The panelrecognizesthatindividualgencybudgetsmay face
cutsso severethatthereisno alternativewithintheagencybut ,
toterminatea long-termsolar-terrestrialobservingprogram.Solar-
terrestrialsciencehas no claimforpreferentialfundingoverother
equallyimportantscientificelds.To obtainfundingforlong-term
1989011534-077
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solar-terrestrialobservationprograms,thecommunitymust demon-
strateconsensuson goalsand scientificrationale,and dcvelopinter-
agencyand internationalplansforthehighestpriorityprograms.
Inthefaceofpossibleunplannedterminations,a policycould
be adoptednow, callingforprocedurestofund,concurrentlywith
theoperationofmeasurementsystems,fortheprocessing,archiv-
ing,and accessibilityofalldata recordson a currentbasis.This
wouldpreventlossofunprocesseddataintheeventofanunplanned
or surpriseclosing.In addition,sucha policywould immediately
strengthencurrentlong-termobservationalprogramsand facilitate
solar-terrestrialresearchby improvingtheaccessibilityofimportant
datarecords.Underinteragencyplanning,a nationalsolar-terrestrial
datacentercouldbe designatedandjointlyfundedtomaximizethe
usefulnessofcurrentobservations.
Inthefuture,any observationproducingsolar-terrestrialdirect
orproxyinformationcan,inprinciple,be eliminatedwhen two con-
ditionsaremet. The firstisthatreliable,long-term,superiordata
havebecome available.The secondisthatthealgorithmust have
been determined that converts between the new data and the discon- /
tinued proxy data. The second is necessary to be able to compare L_
past and future records.
New satellite vehicles dedicated to solar-terrestrial observations,
such as WIND, may be the only means to obtain some solar-
terrestrial data records. This is the most costly approach. A policy of
adding solar-terrestrial observing systems to multimission satellites,
such as the solar x-ray imager on GOES, presents a sound fiscal and
operational approach to long-term observations. Close coordination
among NASA, NOAA, and DOD under a joint planning approach,
such as the solar x-ray imager epitomizes, is more cost-effective.
1989011534-078
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Appendix:
List of Acronyms
AE iI
Ap Geomagnetic indices
Dst
Kp
ACRIM Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor
AE-E Atmospheric E"plorer-E
AFGL Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
AU Astronomical unit
BBSO Big Bear Solar Observatory •
CDAW Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop
CEDAR Coupling, Energetics, and Dynamics of Atmospheric
Regions
DE-1 Dynamics Explorer-1
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
DOD Department of Defense
ERB Earth radiation budget
EUV Extreme ultraviolet
GISMOS Global Incoherent Scatter Measurements of Substorms
GOES Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
GTMS Global Thermospheric Mapping Study
HAO High Altitude Observatory
HEOS Highly Eccentric Orbiting Satellite
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ICCSTR Interagency Coordinating Committee for Solar-Terres-
trial Research
ICSU International Council of Scientific Unions
IGY b,ternational Geophysical Year
IMF Interplanetary Magnetic Field
IMP Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
IMS International Magnetospheric Study
ISEE International Sun-Earth Explorer
ISTP International Solar-Terrestrial Program
KPNO Kitt Peak National Observatory
MHD Magnetohydrodynandc
NAS NationalAcademy ofScience
NASA NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministl,ttion
NCAR NationalCenterforAtmosphericResearch
NGDC NationalGeophysicalDataCenter
NOAA NationalOceanicand AtmosphericAdministration
NOAO NationalOpticalAstronomyObservatories
NRC NationalResearchCouncil /
NSF NationalScienceFoundation i/_
NSO National Solar Observatories _!I
PROMIS Polar Region and Outer Magnetosphere International
Study
RSTN RadioSolar-TerrestrialObservingNetwork
SBIR SmallBusinessInnovationResearch
SBUV SolarBackscatterUltravioletSatelliteSystem t
SMM SolarMaximum Mission r
SOHO Solarand HeliosphericObservatory
SUSIM Solm"UltravioletSpectralI:radianceMonitor
UARS Upper AtmosphereResearchSatellite
UV Ultraviolet
WDC WorldDataCenters
WMO W_rldMeteorologicalOrganization
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